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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM A m  D8PIHXTIOHS Of TERMS USED
Although there Is little .agreement as to the 
exact definition of the term ^personality1*'# there is 
almost universal agreement as to the wide scope 
encompassed toy thiB term and the tremendous Influence 
of the personalities of Individuals in every area of 
their lives an# on the lives of those areuni them*
Its Importance In college activities# as In all other 
areas of behavior, can scarcely be denied*
This Importance of personality calls for the 
best efforts of science to comprehend it an# to devise 
a means of measuring it* fhe task of description an# 
measurement of personality is filled, with a lack of 
preciseness In theory and need for experimental 
research with measuring Instruments# There has been 
much controversy as to the boat means of measuring 
personality* but objective tests appear to be m 
significant advance In aecompileking this task*
hit tie M b been dene to relate personality
■>
variables to the behavior of college students! yet 
this .readily accessible group offers a fertile field 
for personality research* A great majority of research 
concerning assessment of college achievement uses' 
academic measures of achievement, Relatively few
attempts M m  been made to relate objectively measured 
personality traits to achievement in. extracurricular 
activities* To this end the present thesis was 
a d d r e s s e d *
i* sTATEMprr m  the ? m m m
The purpose of -this'study was to examine the 
correlations; between selected; personality variables of
entering students# measured by objective tests# and the 
degree of' participation by these students. In selected 
areas of college life* Two kinds of correlations were 
obtained and examine# for significant relationshipsi
1) - correlations between, the degree of participation in 
one area of college life an# degree of participation ia 
other areas! an# 2} correlations between personality 
test scores and the degree of participation In the 
sampled college activities*
II* i m m f k m n  m  toss stody
A great volume ©f 'research has been published 
.concerning the diversity of intellective ©billties 
among college students* Such studies typically involve# 
the use of scholastic aptitude as a predictor of grades 
In academic subjects* Measuring mental abilities 1b 
this manner Is useful In analysing student characterise 
tics related t© academic achievement# but the academic
3average is not th© only e'ri tori on- of a student*a 
achievement in college-* In the context or liberal 
education, the noninieXleettve characteristics' 
possessed by college students -are also of concern* 
fhis study employed a ion#what -unusual 
approach to the traditional' task of evaluating 
student achievement in college In that it was 
eon-eerne-i with the analysis of noal&telleetlve 
characteristics* ?he prodietore selected were measurea 
of student personality traits scored from a series of 
tests advertised as more objective than the widely 
used self-report devices.- ‘these teats war# developed 
fey ■&aymond B* Cattail and -are labeled the Objective 
Analytic £ar&cmaltty f#dts (©iff)* fhc distinction 
he tween testa- of this type and the self-report 
inventories and questionnaires has been brought out 
in Chapter "11 of this thesis#
■fhe real life behavior e ho-sen as the criteria 
was also nonlntelleetive in nature# fhis consisted 
of an examination of the student'1# degree of partici­
pation In activities in several general areas of 
college life* f M s  study gave broad coverage to- these 
relatively unexplored extracurricular activities by 
systemstieally examining the number ©f social, athletic, 
part-time work, and leadership activities In. which 
the student participated! as well as no-ting students
k■who attained outstanding scholastic honors*
fh© Importance of this the a is we a baaed upon 
its unique nature* but beyond this aspect* the appli* 
cation of Its findings was of primary significance*- 
Examining statistically significant correlations 
between the 6bjoetire personality test scores of 
freshmen and their degree of participation in the 
sampled areas of college life revealed interrelation** 
ships between personality and behavior in the 
educational setting-#. fhus* a student*a potential for 
engaging in campus activities or becoming a. campus 
leader#.- for example* could be discovered at the time 
of first registration.#
With the current emphasis upon developing the 
total student and awareness of the importance of social 
adjustment* such information Is of obvious value* lot 
only would counseling ©n the;basis of such information 
contribute to campus adjustment# but studies by 
American telephone and ’SPele graph and others pointed 
to the value of campus activities In developing future 
b u s in e s s  leaders* ’Therefore* c o u n s e l i n g  c a n  b e  d i r e c t e d  
toward helping the student to become aware of his 
personality and potential for social and leadership 
development# and the Importance of such attributes In 
pursuing his chosen vocation*
si l l *  ' M F i f f i f j o f  o f  <mm& m m
Save S’* X terms used in this thesis have a
Variety of definitions in common use among both lawmen 
ant psychologists* To eliminate mmj ambiguity as to
the specific meaning Intended by their use la this 
study* this section has h m n  d e m o te d  to the definition 
of these tarns*
Personality* Itaymond B+ Cattell defined person** 
aXtty in terms of a ^personality sphere1** This he 
conceived as #a spite re in hyporap&ce the surface of 
which contains areas corresponding to mil forms of
h u m a n  b e h a v io r * ®  ( 13* p *  896 ).* t h e n  d i s c u s s i n g  
personality assessment Cattell delineated thro# trait 
modalities 1 abilities (Including achievement and skill},* 
personality temperament traits* and interest -and 
attitude traits {13* p* 765)* $hs tests selected from 
th© OAFT for use in this study were in all of these 
categories* but mere predominantly tests of personality 
temperament traits* When this meaning was intended*' 
the term temperament was used*.
Biographical Data* Biographical data refared 
to facts gathered from the history of the Hues of 
Individuals* In this study* the biographical data 
obtained was limited to events becuring during a two 
and oae**kslf year span of their college lives and
pertaining to the five areas of feehevlor$ scholarship, 
athletics* leadership* social* end part-time work*
■fhe degree of participation In nativities of each area 
provided the criteria of college behavior with which 
t h e  s e l e c t e d  p e r s o n a l i t y  v a r i a b l e s  w e re  c o r r e l a t e d *
fast* kn objective tost was defined
by Cronbaeh as a * system** tic procedure for comparing
the behavior of two or more persona in which every 
observer seeing a performance arrives at precisely 
the same report11 (15# P* 21}* This definition 
distinguished the projective techniques from the more 
objective tests in which responses to test stimuli 
were ■scored without allowing error of judgment to enter. 
Cattail insisted upon another requirement of 
an objective t e s t *  The subject m u s t  also be k e p t-  
unaware of how his response® are to be score-# to 
eliminate the possibility ©f his Influencing hia 
responses to give the appearance he desires* Cattail* a 
OAFf are more objective in this respect than the 
frequently use# inventories end questionnaires since 
they eeeecs personality by inferring traits from 
responses to items which call for judgments* opinions* 
an# the us© of other abilities rather than a direct 
self*re port*
Ti ? *  m m m z k f t m  o f  t m  n m m m m  o f  t h e  t h e s i s
The remainder of this theeis has been organised 
in the me sine r described in this section* The neatt 
chapter contains a » « m y  of the literature concerning 
objective personality test® and the us# of blogra-p fecial 
criteria in determining the degree of participation 
in college activities# Thie was followed by a' descrip* 
tlon of the if#sign used in this ,research! including, 
the group studied, the tests used, the administrative 
methods followed, the biographical data obtained, and 
how this w a s  gathered,* ■ Heart, the results were analysed 
to determine the meaningful relationships present in 
this data#. This m m  followed by a summary of tfees# 
results and the conclusions drawn from these results.
n m w m n  it.
EBfllW OF THE LIWRATOHB
The two distinct m m  as linked by this study, 
objectivity in personality tasting 'and biographical
information about college activities, eaeh has its 
own historical background# Thus it was most 
appropriate to discuss them separately in this 
chapter# First, objective personality testing was 
covered* The origin of the concept of personality 
was mentioned briefly? then the mooning of objectivity 
and the trend toward objectivity in personality testing, 
from its origin in 0alten*s work to the recent O&TT 
by Osttell, was discussed* In tracing this trend, 
every effort was mad© to give ■sufficient thoroughness 
of covereg* to include all pertinent developments 
without Including irrelevant items *
Hast, the use of biographical data as a measure 
of participation In college■wetivlties was surveyed*
In contrast to the tremendous volume of literature 
on objective personality testing, relatively little 
has been written about the us© of biographical infer* 
motion in the systematic analysis of participation by 
students in the areas ef college life* Even less has 
bean published concerning the relationship of tempera** 
ment variables and biographical Information*
9X* MfBMTXISS Off OBJJtCTXVg FSBSOMtoJTT TESTS
^Personality is a very old term with mrni$ 
sis an lugs-* Allport reports that the wo pci ^parsonaiity11
had its origin in the h-atin word “persona*1 which was 
a mask used by early Greek actors* In time-, the term 
“persona* came to apply to the actor and later t© all 
Individuals^ Perhaps this was because they realise#, 
as expressed fey Shakespeare, that! “all the- worlds 
a stag# and all men and women »#r#if players11 (23, p.* 2) * 
toother point of general agreement la that 
personality la of great importance to everyone* Thus, 
every effort must be made to understand it and devise 
measures of it* In doing this, the scientific study 
of personality Is distinguished by consideration of 
reliability, validity, and objectivity (lj.0, p* !|1) •
Each of these Is regarded as necessary in scientific 
study, but the concern for the latter was the central 
theme of this survey of the historical literature in 
the field of objective personality testing*
Concept of Objectivity* Objectivity has long 
been a major goal of science* The philosopher,
Herbert Feigl, wrote these thoughts about what he 
termed “intersubjeeties testability*!
The term interaubjeotlv# ■stresses 
the social nature of the scientific enter** 
prise* If there foe any truths' that are 
accessible only to privileged Individuals,
such as mystics or visternaries***-that 
is * * *., claims which fey their very 
nature cannot independently foe checked 
fey anyone else****then such. truths m m  not 
■of the kind we seek in the' sciences*
The criterion of iniersufej a e t1 ve tost* 
ability thus delimits the scientific 
from, the none©lentifie activities of 
man (IT, p# 11)*
?© this point objectivity has boon pre-sente# 
as a standard of all sciences* Mow an examination of 
some current conceptions of objectivity as it relates 
to personality testing Is in order*. In -reply to the 
question, “What do you consider to fob. the meaning, of 
objective approaches t© personality assessment, with 
special emphasis upon the qualifying term objective*1 
(3, a number of leading-authorities- gave these
answers*. Complete- independence from examiner effects 
was the single criterion of objectivity stated fey
Bb& 3> Berg felt that it meant aeereble* "fairly clearly
)
structured tests for which scoring would foe identical' 
if performed fey competent! parsons* Edwards also 
mentioned the strictly defined method of scoring.* 
McQultty believed It meant isolating individual 
differences in such e way that numbers can foe applied, 
resulting in a similar classification o# measurement of 
behavior fey different users of the approach* Poplnstey 
disclaimed the use of the term objective but gave two 
criteria of what he thought was commonly meant fey 
ofejectlvlty* These were; .19 minimisation of variability
.11
in the task conditions on separata occasions, and
2) minimisation of errors of observing and: recording* ■ 
These a tatessents stressed objectivity as a condition 
of interaction of test material and examiner# Thus, 
for these authorities, objectivity involved both the 
stimuli and the scoring of responses (3# I>* l!|3#
Super went beyond this eoaaepblen by stating 
that m tost can be object lire in any of tbra© ways;
1} its stimulus, 8} the response It permits, and 3) 
the scoring method used# Be also stated;
By this definition the testa 
we actually'use are scattered along 
a continuum, and judgment as to 
whether a particular teat is objective 
or otherwise 1®-somewhat arbitrary (3 * p* 151“-*
Cattail gave a mere specific, meaning than do
the otters* He defined an objective. test as, tost
in which the subject*® behavior is measured, for
Inferring p@rsona.litf, without M s  being, aware in
what ways M s  behavior 'is likely to effect the inter*
probation* (3, p* IS)-# Sd Cattail added a fourth
condition of objectivity to those mentioned previously;
the' test must be deceptive enough that the subject will
b# unable to fake his responses (13* P*
Based upon the degree to which they satisfy
each of these criteria ©.11 test® ©an be placed upon
a continuum of objective vs* subjective*. Any line
drawn to distinguish these two categories must be
It
ioaaiMt arbl trary* because m  Ho item&h has illustrate a 
■by his work with the Horse haeh, evert clearly projective 
teats can benefit from the 'application of the principles 
of objectivity„(i8, p* 119)* 'Thus, ih^th# final analysis* 
any.-determination of an objective test must fee based 
Upon. Its relative degree, of adherence to these, conditions 
o f  o b j e c t 1 v i t y *
Scope of Beview* In investigating the field 
of objective personality testing*, one mist rigorously 
define the specific teohhtques with which his study is 
concerned and exclude from his survey ell material not 
highly relevant to this ares* This precaution was 
necessary because of the bewildering array of personality 
esobeeisent techniques and the variety of often over* 
lapping and seldom clear-cut. categories Into which 
these sr# segregated..* In this survey the primary 
concern was the trend toward objectivity In personality 
testing* fhis trend has been traced from its origin 
in the early psychological testing of d&lton to the 
subject of this study, the recent 0Aff developed by 
■Cat tell*
So that there was less ambiguity as to which 
of ■ the numerous techniques were relevant to this 
dissuasion* and to justify their Inclusion or omission,
they ■ were arranged into system tic7 grouping** Watson
pointed out the coaaonlyused classifications of
objective vs# projective were not dlootomus (5-t, p* 173 * 
Although projective devices have traditionally been 
characterised by much less objectivity, projective test 
'ms to rials may be treated objectively* Also many so** 
called objective techniques do not meet the criteria 
of objectivity*
the classification system advocated: by Anastas I 
of projective* self»report# and situational tests 
presents a more accurate picture* She realised, that 
the principle of objectivity could be used in all these 
■devices to. increase their, effectiveness,' bat that the 
most..highly objective tests were Included in the self* 
report and situational teats {g* p* 33)* truly.'
objective teats of these type® were- the subject of 
■this study, and "only these were included in this survey 
of the historical literature concerning objective 
personality tests,* ^
ffeie * typical11 self-report teat, generally ■called 
a questionnaire, or Inventory* asks the examine® direct 
questions about M m © If and his opinions* Thea© 
questions: were usually about hie habits, his feelings, 
hi.s worries, or his preferences, but may refer to almost 
anything* The format used in moat cases was a list of 
affirmative statements, but sometimes questions were 
used* Only two or three alternative answers, or
response choices* were available'to the examinee* such 
aaf ^agree vs* disagree11, - 11 yes vs* no*** or wtrue vs* 
false** Plaque fitly* a middle category was used of
*cannot seyft, or nf1t (Bj, p* 170) • The 
inherent difficulty of this technique was that one 
could not assume" that a selfwreport of .a given action 
was & valid indicator that a person liaA performed or 
would perform the action defined# Often the person 
saw only a distorted picture of himself, or he exag* 
gerated his more favorable characteristics, U4®* p* &k). 
Because of this weakness* these devices■ have been 
severely criticised by .advocates of other■Methods of 
pe re one 11 ty assess me n t .*
A selected few of those■ self-report question­
naires and inventories were thought to fee relevant to 
this survey and were included for several reasons# 
fhey were a necessary segment of the trend toward 
objectivity in personality testing becausei -they 
dominated a major period in its history* Catfcellts 
questionnaires formed the basis for the development of 
the 0APT*.and the self-concept testa from the OAff 
were basically the same as an empirically validated 
a elf* re port test {2* p* ij.96) *
The objective personality assessment technique 
with which, this survey was most directly concerned is 
the type- of situational test described by Anastasi as
15
the artificial*task teat a ♦ These s Imple and e omp s r a. tive ly 
objective teata were similar to the.situational tests 
from which thej developed, except the nature.of the teak
was different* there the situational teats utilised
complex, lifelike# or realistic situations3 the artificial-*
task testa presented the subject with an artificial
task which bore little or no resemblance to the criterion
to be predicted# T h u s t h e y  attempted to identify
beheylor which was e yelid* predictor of a criterion*
but was rot a direet a ample of the criterion! behavior*
These teats- also differed- from the usual •situational 
test in that moat artifielal^taak tests were of the 
p a p-e r ~ a a d ~ p ©n c i 1 type (£, p. 6U9.) *
These teats war© relatively recent in their 
development end there has been some confusion us to a 
uniform title# However,. a number of teat development 
programs are now underway which deal with this type of 
tost.#, The '0A.pt, with which this research was concerned, 
la-one-of these programs*
Trend Toward Objectivity in Personality Testing*
One often finds that "a label or heading used later in. 
its development to refer to a concept or technique, was 
not used during its early stages# 'This was the case 
in objective personality testing* kn examination of 
history diselosed that personality as we taow.it was
not a general classification of psychological tests in 
the early psychological traditions* Therefore* there 
m m  a lack of specific points of reference In the past* 
This did not prevent us from seeing from the perspective 
of the- present# some of the. aspects of whet is now known 
as personality that were •dealt with in the early history 
of psychological testing {3, p* I)* fo place objective 
personality .testing In its proper perspective* this 
review began with the relevant portion# of the history 
of objective testing* not t h e  history of objective 
personality testing# narrowly' defined.
At the beginning of the history of psychologicml 
testing# in about■1360*1690, the mind was still the 
subject matter of psychology* and tests or personality 
were unknown. An examination of the system of class!!i~ 
cation of tests adopted by -if hippie in his' 1 9 1 0  Manual of 
Hental and Physical Tests illustrates this point* The 
major headings were; physical and motor capacity, 
attention and perception* description and report* 
association learning-and memory* suggestibility# 
imagination, invention* and Intelligence* " The so» 
called mental capacities were- measured by what they 
considered mental tests C3* P# «£)* Although personality 
was not mentioned as a. classification* all of these 
headings are included within Cattell*s personality 
sphere* However# the tests of suggestibility* Imagine
1?
sbior# description, report# and Invention could be
regarded as temperament teats In Cattail* s test 
e la s s I fie a t ion a ys tern *
Since the lack ©f any ©lear^cut classification 
■of personality-testa in psychological history has boon 
indicated# an examination of the mental testa which were 
the forerunners of the present personality tests was in 
o r d e r *
Sir Ppmmis Dalton was generally considered the 
founder of individual psychology and the mental tost 
<3'h> P * $) * Sarly inter®at in Individual differences 
and their measurement resulted fro® bis efforts* As 
early as 18S£# Dalton bad 'founded a testing laboratory 
in London* There* for-a small fee# he administered' 
tests -of reaction time and sensory acuity# along with 
a series of physical measurements {3, p.* J}* Even at 
this early date people ware interested in their standing 
in such measures * ■"
Uelton was primifclly interested in an Inventory 
of human .abilities* which he m  la ted to 'his theories 
on evolution and the study' of heredity* However# his 
various measures were intended to - cover as wide a range 
of psychological characteristics as possible# and some 
of his efforts fit into the scope of temperament testa*
James lleSeon Cattail also was instrumental in 
the founding of psychological testing# and the term
is
"s&ental tout*’ mm- coined by him p* §)* 1$
edtrenoed the o0o00.pt of lndlridtiel differences b # M  
hj Osltoo 00$ » 4# It a prominent part of peyohologle&l 
reee&rch* In hi# work 00 teeting* Cat tell proposed 
a atsoia^i aerie# of bast# to be used for discovering 
the ‘ceneten&y of mmtmi their intertependenee*
end their variation under different elreunebeneee 
{9# p« 610) * *Pbeee included a 00loot list of too' testa*
whleh he need at the fayoteiogieal l^aboretery of the 
Chiverelfey of fennsylvente# end n longer M a t  of fifty 
otters yrepeeed for further atedy* fhe ten' teste were 
dytuuaoaieter preaatire# rate of saorement* twe«point 
thraatoiif pain conaitlrlty* least noMeeghXe difference 
in weighhe# reaction time for eownd* tine In nemlfig 
color#* bleection of a SO os* line, joigmfib of ten 
seeoride tine* end tteee a m t e s  of letters repeated, 
on 00# hearing* *fte longer M a t  of fifty teats t n  
eeeentielly of the e e w  typee (9*\P« 61®)*
In, 1901 # Clerk wieeier reported tee findings of 
aever&l -yeere reeeereh wite these teat#* Mttl© 
correlation wee indicated between tee teat reeulte 
end eo&demlo olaaa atonalng# and the intereorrelatlone 
among the teote ttemseleee were also negligible* fhia 
was amphmaiaoi by the eubeteeitial eorreletiene found' 
between etetiding in tee m r i ® m  college subjects*
Shortly after thiaf another negetlre study too made
19
by Sharp in Titefeenejp-* © laboratory {?, p* 573)*
These disappointing results probably contributed greatly 
t© the loss of Interest in these tests* The testing 
movement that attempted to me a sure higher mental processes 
Indirectly fey testa' of simple mental functions was 
largely discredited by the negative findings of these 
early studies*
To understand why. testing developed in this way# 
on© must realise the view held by the.psyeholgoists 
of that period as to the need for ofejeotivity* They 
were 'hot actively concerned with the problem, of objectivity! 
possibly because their tests had originated in the 
l a b o r a t o r y *  I n  t h e  l a b o r a t o r y  t h e  p r o c e s s  m e a s u re d  w a s  
defined by the material ©aeaatined* Thus* reaction time 
devices measured react Ion time end. learning .nonsense 
syllables was learning* These measures had what Is 
new called content validity! that Is* the degree to 
which the test samples, the universe of ■content spec 1 fie cl* 
■They.felt that to use measurements of reaction time as 
measures of intelligence because intelligence calls for 
speedy reaction* seemed reasonable and were not greatly 
concerned with the underlying theory* They did not 
realise that there, was a great difference between 
observed behavior and construct (3, p. S)t
Generally* during this time psychology was ©till 
the study of mental functions by the method of Intro*
20
fipeetloru For example* objectivity was not even mentioned 
1n Whipple*e 191® test manual* This very popular 
publication did# however, mention standardisation of' 
.conditions and familiarity with Instructions' which are 
conducive to objectivity C3# ju. §)> neither was ohjeettvity 
discussed as a topic in the literature and textbooks 
of -that day* 'Perhaps this was because psychology was 
regarded as a subjective - science* and therefore* the 
term objective would not portsin to it# Bat there are 
Indications that they were acquainted with the problem*
The centuries-old problem of the personal equation* 
which was later dealt with by psychologists* w&b proof 
of this awareness* Although it was not. recognised 
as such* the ■ training of the participants in their 
Introspective asetaei® wm® an' attempt to accompliah 
the same purpose of 1mereasing what is bow known as 
objectivity (3* p* 5 )*
During the years fro® about 1900 to 1920* 
there was a notable lack of relevance of developemnte 
in the area of intelligence testing to temperament 
.testing* except in England« This wee due in part to 
the wide-spread influence of the work of Binet* Bin©t 
attacked the problem of psychological testing from the 
point of view that the specific tasks' and items 
incorporated into a test made little difference as long 
as each was in some degree a measure of the individual1a
gen#ami capacity {19# p# 77)# In 1905 he worked with 
Simon to devise a aeries of men tel tests for use in 
selecting meet telly deficient students for special 
ins t m o t  Ion# ' this seal# attempted to measure complex 
abilities by .‘-using tests arranged in order of difficulty* 
and Involving such tasks as the' comparison'of lines*
.the completion of sentences, ani the comprehension of 
questions {jft* P* 5)* A.great many users of these 
tests were primarily lute .res ted in the pragmatic 
application of these’tests to social matters# such as' 
mental retardation, and school placement#, and were not 
concerned with other problems# IIso# this interest 
in Intelligence as a global concept was directly opposed 
to the trait concept that was later to prorail in. 
personality study*
Thla lack of relevance of developments in the 
area of intelligence testing in- the Baited States was 
not shared by England« It can he said that the British 
psychologists during this period followed more closely 
in the tradition of the laboratory approach# Perhaps 
this can "be attributed to two factors# First# the work 
of 0a1ten had considerable influe&oe- in that country 
and hie students continued hie efforts In the area of 
individual differ one os# fti# other' factor was the 
statistical advancement made "by 08.1 ton and 'Fearson 
originally# and later by Spearman and Burt* Britain
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continued to progress along the lines of the earlier 
sensory and .motor tests, and added other measures in 
'the form of association testa (3# P * ?) *
■Spearman used statistical grounds to criticise 
the earlier tee ting methods* He pointed out that many 
earlier workers 'had failed to use quantitatively 
precise statements, of the degree of correlation between 
their teste* failed to compute the'probable error# 
and did not consider the errors of observation*
Using his correlation- between .sensory tests and 
estimates of intelligence, spearman also.concluded' 
that ** branches of intellectual activity have in 
common on# fund amen to 1 function11 ft|lf p* 282t}* From, 
this thinking,, factor analysis was developed a few 
years later.*
Factor analysis is a powerful statistical 
-technique for dealing with large numbers of variables, 
which has been extremely useful In the development of 
objective tests of personality* A large group of 
factor analytic based bests have resulted from'the 
ability of this tool to provide a closer approximation, 
to the precise measurements needed for a study of such a 
complex■system of variables as the traits of personality 
(1%, p. 285 *
Even at this early date the nonintellactual 
factors of personality were not ignored* In 1915#
Wefeb-*s analytic study based #it ratings* field©! a 
W factor 'which was _. reported .to be strength of 
e.h&rsoter, or will* Also in that' year*. Burt reported 
on the interaction of ratings and -emotions*(3* p* ?)* 
?im»* the .British payehologldtb in this period sought 
to mold objective testing into a how- form*
Around 1911# -the.' Bus elan reflexology came 
into being,*' It also stressed the objective approach 
and was. often referred to as the Objective .Psychology 
after Bekhterev*a book by that name 13* p* 8), A 
few-years later*. Behaviorism. appear#-! in, the United 
States* its appearance was dated by the work of 
John B* Watson* which began, in 1913 with his articles, 
an! culminated 'in 1919 with his publication of Faye hoi 
from the ■ Standpoint of Behaylorist {j, p* 7)* Its 
emphasis en the objective approach had a tremendous 
.effect on. psychological testing*
By this time psychologists had realised that 
objectivity* as a standard ©f science* must be applied 
to their science* The tern objective could them be 
u m A  proudly as it is today* They no longer had to 
struggle with the difference between the objective 
sciences and the subjective science of psychology*
The way had been prepared for the appearance 
of tests of temperament in the form of performance 
tests'*. Imch earlier 6a 1 ton had written about the
the possibilities of this method in these words;
Emergencies need not be waited 
for* they can fee extemporised! traps■ 
as it were, 'can be laid * * * After 
fixing upon some particular slats of 
persons 'of" similar--age* sex* and-social 
conditions* we have to find out what 
common Incidents in their lives are 
most apt to make them, betray their 
character*. If# -may then take note as 
often, as we can, of what they do on 
these accessions# so as to arrive at 
their atatIsties of conduct in a limited 
number of well-defined small traits (3> P- 9 )*
Since this was published in 18814.* It is
possible that this was- the first proposal for air
object! v® temp# rams nt me a sure *.
fh# lfiil*T#ape:wsi#iit Teat was an interesting
behavior measure Introduced by June Downey In 191 9*.
As its title suggests* it was reported to measure
what she called will** temperament# It-consisted largely
of handwriting samples taken: under different conditions
and thus* behavioral in nature* A sample of writing
as obtained at ordinary speed*, for a baseline; as
■rapidly as possible, to get a comparison with ordinary
speed on the theory that those Writing, .much slower
then they can are subject to inhibition; In a different
Style* to. measure flexibility; as slowly as possible*.
to meaeure motor ■ inhibition or control; and so on*
This test appealed to the desire for objectivity a&&
was eagerly accepted# About fifty studies were performed
with this.test* in spite of the almost uniformly
negative results (3* p. 8}. This test was important 
to this review because it is ■considered to be the 
first major performance measure of temperament*
f M s  test V6s followed by other performance 
measures of temperament; such as Vo e lice r* a study of 
moral reactions to -conduct, and the Character Education 
Inquiry by &artahorne and May* The latter is a well 
known series of testa for honesty* truetworthlness* 
helpfulness* ambition an! persistence.{23, p* 2)#
These involved the first use of what was known as the 
-guess who technique* in which children were given a 
number of brief word^pl-ctures and were instructed to 
write under each the nam# of every classmate who might 
fit the description {2 5 * P* 1 9 ) ♦ The low correlations 
between thsse teste only increased the skepticism about 
tests as measures -of temperament that grow out of the 
earlier results by Hiss lei* - and Sharp*
During the period# from 1890 to 1925.* although 
temperament was actually being dealt with*.-It-was. nob 
known as such* In the next period, which can b# called 
the period of the .great elmssicsi methods, temperament 
was known for the first-- time and defined as it Is today* 
This period was dominated by the so-called 
projective methods such as the Heraeh&cb* wartegg, TAT#
Saendit and such major temperament questionnaires as 
the Woodworth Personal Bate Sheet* the Berareuter, the
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MM PI and the Huima^Wads worth (14* p* 3h3) ♦ ,rPhe pro j-ective
testa were genera Ilf not used with any degree of 
objectivity, and were mentioned only to indicate that 
they were a part of the. history of testing during 
this period* The self**report techniques* generally 
ealled questionnaire* or .inventories* are. examined in. 
greater detail*.- because they have often been use# 
obje©timely* and. regard## as objective tests (2.3* p# ll'l) *. 
Also* the early part of Raymond B* C.atteXX* s work with 
temperament assessment was. with questionnaires* Sis 
Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PFQ) 
contributed i&uoh to the -more reoent OATT*
Self-report techniques have a history dating 
back to the first use of a patient1 a reports of his 
symptoms for medical diagnosis* From these -early 
personal Interviews came the vary popular inventories 
and . questionnaires*' Essentially* these instruments 
are standardise# interviews which .'have attempted to- 
reduce temperament to psychometric to m s  -to meet the 
nee# for masa^proeesslng methods capable et more speed 
and standardlsatlon than the clinical interviews 
pe m l  11& # (IS» p ■* I4.O5 ) *
fbls need bees.me apparent during World War % 
wher large numbers of recruits had t© be given pay* 
ehiatrie screening to determine the mentally fit*
Prior to this* such screening was done by psychiatric
interviewer* * but there were net enough interviewers*
1* S* Wood'worthf with A* f* RoWenberger* decide# to 
give every man sn interview by asking him* through 
the use of printed materials* the same question* that 
the psychologists would .have asked (23* p* 1?!)*
fkes# ©arly questionnaires Included the common 
symptoms associated with mental disorders* such ms day 
dreaming and enuresis {15$ p* k&S)* these were 
presented as lists of specific acts* feelings* and 
percepts which were presumed to- have value in defining 
attributes of temperament* The format of these devices 
has been described in more detail, earlier in this 
chapter*
.Woodworth** inventory was regarded as useful 
In screening out the maladjusted soldiers la World 
War 1* and after the war* there was widespread onthusiom 
for using these instruments for other tusks* Many 
inventories were developed for a# ataring the- Individual 
In various settings by adopting the Woodworth Items 
(15-# P* l|455;* ft is useful to examine a few Hate 
between the early Woodworth tamatory, and present-day 
Inventories to see how their development contributed 
to objective personality testing*
Thm original emphasis upon general personal 
adjustment vs* maladjustment persisted, but there was a 
growing tendency toward -multiple scoring and the
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'measurement .of traits, some of which are not direct If 
related to personal adjustment {23, p* 172)#
fha first step. In this direction -was the Colgate 
Mental Hygiene -feat, Fart B2, by Donald lairds fhls 
test contained items concerning' p s ye hone ur o tie ■■tendencies 
and mas developed.to detect thus# persons who needed 
application of mental hygiene procedures (32, p. 128} # 
Items were chosen which* by definition., were- related 
to each trait# For example# nDo you worry .%■ # « ?** 
would show neurotic tendency? nf)o you lead • * * 
would Bhaw dominance (32, .p* 128 j,
Shortly afterward, the A*S Heaction Study* by■ * v-
Cl* f/.t and P* B* A11 port:, was developed to measure an 
assumed trait of asoendhnee«*subiaiaslon (1, p# 2),.
At the Dnlversltf of ‘Chicago* fouls I, and'fhelms ($♦ 
'fhurstone produced the Thurstene Personality Schedule#
It- was made-up of the Woodworth Items plus many new 
ones, and was designed to detect students who ■needed 
psychiatric attention p, 3)*
Hugh Bell found that the fhurstone items could 
be grouped more logically according to adjustment in 
home life, in social life, and In personal health# From 
this aasumption, he developed an Inventory that was 
'reported to give a more analytic measurement of personal 
adjustment (h, p* 2}# He recognised that this would 
give a picture of the indlvudualds degree of adjustment
as the'person himself sees things * However, it km
been found that the scores also agree with impression# 
of others she are in; positions to observe these 
adjustment# (37$- P* ft?)*
The Bernreuter Personality Inventory, published 
in 1931, was construeted by pooling items from these 
earlier Inventories* It.was designed a# a general 
purpose Instrument to indicate degree of maladjustment 
.as well a# positions on all the traits measured by 
the inventories from which the items, a erne# Separate 
scores were obtained for the trait#j neurotic tendency, 
introversion vs* extroversion, dominance, and self* 
sufficiency (6, p* 38?)# it was unique In regarding 
behavior in m certain situation m  symptomstie of 
several traits* Since mn Inventory item is e stimulus 
situation, the same item can be scored for more than 
bn# trait* His proposal wa# to let m 'limited number 
of items do the work of a much larger number by the 
economical device of.giving each item scoring weights 
for more than o-m 'trait*'
Tki® theory dldn*t work, according to Guilford*
Ab he put iff ^although the multiple ••■scoring system 
ia a great step toward economy of effort, It also 
tends to defeat one of the- goals of multiple scoring*
The unfortunate effect .* * * is to bring about high 
intercorrelation# among some of the a e-ores* (23, p* 175) *
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For example *. the Be rare u ter scores W (neurotic tendency)'
and I {introversion) tend to correlate in the range- of 
>90 to 1 95#. likewise, the score 0 (dominance}' and
.If correlate about.**80 and the score 0 and 1 correlate 
about *>70 (2 3 $ P* 1 7 5 )*- Fhls indicates that both 
■Measure essentially the ©am© payehologlccl variable, 
therefore one score would do In. 'place of two# ftjese 
traits probably were not this highly corralsfeed, but 
the'coefficients of correlation were Inflated because 
of similar scoring weights and- the use of the seme " 
responses as. the basis for two or more scores (2 3 $ p* 1 7 5)# 
In spite-' of this criticism, the practice of multiple 
scoring of items Is still coaimoaly use# in many testa, 
including the DilFf*
Because it appeared to offer a great amount 
■of information about temperament, the Bararenter was 
the first instrument to gain wide aeceptanee* th spite 
of its age, the Bernrenter is ©till one of th© currently 
used Inventories* and .most testing In schools and 
industry of temperament is done with devices similar
to it l 2. » P* 533-) •
Another well known inventory was thb Humm#* 
Wadsworth temperament Scale* Its scoring-■concepts were 
based directly on. pat ho logical concepts, using the 
Besanoff theory of personality* According- to this 
theory, there, were six temperament variables* or
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components* found in normal persons and which stood 
out even more clearly in varieties of abnormal* (S?9* p# 
These varieties were mentioned here only briefly to 
Illustrate that this Inventory was backed by theory of 
a type# Thus it was the forerunner of later inventories 
with which this study was concerned#. There has been 
some skepticism a© to the justification of placing both 
normal and pathological groups along the same, continuum- 
on these traitsy but this practice was generally accepted# 
The worth differed from the earlier
Bernreiiter .in at least two other respects# First* 
the response weight© are "validated against external 
criteria ^Father than the provisional scores from the 
same items* as in the Bor nr outer* Alsofc. ft secondary 
score-.* known as the no**count score,, was included# This 
score represented the first attempt to devise an indicator 
as to the probability of an examinee trying to look 
more, or leas* normal than he actually Is* For most 
items -the yes response was the pathological one* no 
if an examinee marked an unusually large number of 
no responses,, he was suspected of attempting to bias 
his score in the direction of normality# An unusually 
large number of yes re-a ponses was also suspected* because 
it may have indicated a person ttho tried to look less 
normal for soar reason {23# p* . 1?'6)« The authors of 
the- a.dsworth recommend that teat results with
extreme ne^count scores not foe Interpreted at all, 
and tfo# less extreme ones .foe ad jus ted* However* others 
have found that this practise did not .seem to foe very 
helpful (3Sf p* 525)*
Another currently used inventory is the 
Siifenesota Multiphasie personality Inventory (MMPI)* 
which is the most widely used inventory in clinical 
practice (23* p* 1?B) * like the Humm^todsworth, the 
UUf% took its aeoring'Categories from pathological 
concepts* hut it recognised a larger number of them* 
These scores, based on the Xraepellni&n Categories of 
personality* were not expected to represent pure traits 
Rather than the one supplementary score indicating test 
taking attitudes and the M a s  .they exert on scores as 
in the Btmm»Wada«©rfch0 the IIMPi had four such scores 
(26, p* 2k9)* The so scores were important to this 
review because they represented attempts t© correct 
one of the weaknesses of the self-report techniques; 
their susceptibility to faking*
Those were the most, widely used inventories* 
yet their value in assessing personality in -the so* 
called normal group was rather uncertain'*'' Reliability 
was generally high* be tween V?0 and .*90, (231 P* i^O), 
but validity was much lower* Some discrimination ■ 
between the major categories of pathology have been 
reported, but for working with normal© the results
have been generally unsatisfactory (36, p% 521)* For 
predicting college grades there have been some small 
correlations* but generally# experienced psycholegista 
have been unable to discriminate the profiles of passing 
Students from those of failing students (27$ p* 16)4) *
Both the ads worth and the MMP1 emphasised
scores elelmlmg empirical validity* The items were 
chosen because experimental trial showed that mental 
patients gave responses different from those of normal 
adults, and not because they fitted a definition of a 
trait* This procedure had: been used by Woodworth to 
select his items, but generally not by subsequent 
inventories- (15# P* Recent inventories have'
contributed the ms# of Improved definition of traits 
to objective temperament testing* Has©arch in this area 
has been directed toward replacing the traits erbltmrlally 
assumed, by early Investigators- with traits representing 
genuine and significant aspects of temperament*
One approach to this wss'-factor analysis* The 
■origin of this -technique .has been mentioned earlier as 
it related to touting# -but' the first application of 
this technique to temperament measuring devices was 
Flanagan1©: factor ■analysis #f the Bernreuter test 
(15# P* It was found when factor analysis of
temperament test responses were made* that the traits 
which emerged cut across the traditional classifications
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of b b m  nda noe«sufemla a i on $ 1 mtro vom  loii»ox trovers i ®n, 
and os&tloQol adjustment* Often these titles wore 
Retained for their descriptive value of social end 
emotional aspects of behavior* but they aid not land 
t'hemselw© to unambiguous definition f8* p* WL'SI * 
f M «  twrndl was highly reinvent to this review, beeauee 
it formed the basis of the ohjeebive temporewnt beets*
The work with fee tor analytic based 'Inventories fey 
( fo i l  fo rd snd Cat toll mm discussed m m t beonuao it led 
to the development of the OATC*
First# the Inventories dev&eed fey Ouilford 
here been briefly mentioned# The main objective of 
these OutIf ord inventories wea .to provide scores for 
primary traits of temperament# Be developed three main 
Inventories $ the Inventory of Fa#tore B f W  t# ana Inventory 
of Fee tore Clilfll# and the Fereonnel Inventory* The 
basic assumption behind these «m*s that they measured 
primary traits {2?if p* 183)*
Cattail was another psychologist who futrored 
the use of .factor analysis for deriving scoring variables* 
This hen bean the be ale of both his earlier Que&tionneiree 
and hie njora recant QkWT of‘the c rtf f I cl si** task typo#
He preferred the factor analytic method that he calls 
^multivariate ejrparimehF'ft^^Sfe natural sotting®
(3# p# 2iS)* He felt that this was an Integration of 
the clinical and mathematical methods of defining traits#
.enabling the psychologist to stay close to his data 
and gain information from both known and unknown
e 11 ni e a i o on s true ts { 3 ,p . . 218 ; 3 * f hi a &d va n t a go w© 0 
previously attributed only to the elinle&l methods*
He sought to. Improve, the factor analytic 
Investigation of'basic traits by starting-with a complete 
field of personality trait©* .Be felt this was necessary 
because, as he stated* fftrue perspective in factor 
analysis of such a new realm as personality can only 
he obtained by beginning with an essentially complete 
trait-variable populationist feat representing the entire 
surface of the personality sphere® (lip, p* 69)*
Thu%: he Introduced the concept of .personality 
sphere in an effort to arrive «t a comp re he naive 
description of personality* To include the entire 
personality sphere# the- factor analysis was based on 
trait**variables, verbally defined#, Cat,toll said this 
was necessary because 1 ®the entire personality sphere 
is found only in the accumulated symbolism of language# 
This alone mirrors all facet© of human nature important 
to man®' {II4, p.*- 6’9)* Be began# therefore, by assembling 
all personality trait name© occurlng in either the
1
dictionary or in the psychiatric and psychological 
literature* This list wai first reduced to 171 trait 
names by combining obvious synonyms; then the 171 
trait names were used in obtaining behavior ratings
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®m a group of 200 adult subjects, made up -of both sexes 
In' a wide range of occupations* Each subject was rated 
fey one"associate who wee wall acquainted with him* a« 
being' above or below average* On the basis of the 
internerrelatlone among these ratings, the traits, 
were combined -into 35 nuclear clusters C2, p-# 539)#
'The next -step in this condensation was also 
baaed on correlations-* Ha tings for 20§ men fey two 
Independent 'raters were next obtained for each of the 
35 clusters* A factor- analysis of the i nt e r c or re 1 a 11 o n s 
among the 35 trait rating's led to a further reduction 
of the number of traits to twelve* These .twelve traits 
were .described by 0atte21 as' the primary source traits 
of personality* but there was some question a® to.whether 
this implication of universality and stability was 
completely justified by the antecedent research ft, p* 5*4.0 )* 
These twelve primary factor® were, labeled alphabetically 
In his research from A through !»♦ The trait names 
appear cumbersome and use -relatively unfamllar tarns, 
as shown in Table 2 on page 3?*
Cattell reported that these twelve traits have 
been corroborated by the findings of other investigators, 
using- behavior" ratings, questionnaires, and objective 
tests, and he.has published much'research to support 
this claim (2, p* 5U°)*, Still, it is possible that 
factors identified' by the correlation of ratings may
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T m u  x
Primary Personality Factor#
Foe tor Title
A Cyclothymia vs* Seh&eothyftte
ta© Intelligence* Ceuer&X Mental Capacity vs* 
Mental 'Defect
€ BfflOtieaeXiy Mature» Stable Character m *  
l)embrallse<3l. General Swotionality
t> S^peraenaltive,- Infatil# Sthenic Bteotiott&llty
vs* Phlegms tic Frustration Tolerance
B Dominance vs* Submieelvenose
F Surge hey fs* Melaneholtc* Cycloid D&eurge&ey
a Positive Ofajirao ter Integration re* l » l a » i  
•Dope ndeh% Char&eter
.1. Charitable* Ad venture**# Hhathyala. vs*
Obstructive* Withdrawn Sehiisatfeymia
1 Sensitive, Imaginative*. Anxious Smotionallty 
vs* ligti* fougb Poise
9 Beuresthehla vs*. Vigorous* Obsessional
B# te rmXned Cheraotor
tFjEk Trained* Socialised* Cultural Mind vs*
Boori»hneee»
L Surgent Cyclothymia. vs* Perea©id Sehieothyuie
reflect the Influence of social stereotypes and other 
eonstent errors of Judgment by the rater* rather than 
the behavioral organisation of the subject*
Cattoll’s 16 FFQ. was developed to measure the 
personality fee tors identified In M s  research* Be 
reported identifying twenty distinct functional unities 
by .factor analysis and incorporating sixteen which 
appeared to have the most clinical- importance into 
this questionnaire* Among these sixteen traits were 
the twelve previously identified source traits* slightly 
redefined,* and four other# that .were revealed only fey 
the factor analysis of the questionnaires* The sixteen 
factors of this questionnaire wore reported in Table ft 
on page 39*
The 14 FFQ included items of two major types.*
The first involved questions about the individual’s 
own behavior, or his opinions about others* with which' 
be- must agree or disagree#- The second type Involved 
making value judgments by choosing between alternative 
■occupations* recreational activities* or typos -of 
parsons (2*. p# Sljifv
Also Included in this inventory were a few- 
verbal and numerical items, such a# -those often found 
in. group intelligence teats* Two parallel forms of this 
questloan*ire* each containing IS? Items* are available 
and the use of both forms is suggested for greater
Table Z












Cyclothymia vs* Sc hi so thymla 
General Intelligence vs* Mental Defect 
Emotional Stability vs* General Sfenreilelsm 
'Dominance vs* Submission 
Surgeany vs* Desurgency
Positive Character Integration vs.* Immature 
Dependsnt 0 haraeter
Adventurous Cyclothymia vs* Inherent With- 
■' ’drawn ■S-ehisothymia
Im&tlen&l sensitivity vs* Tough Maturity 
Faraaoid-'Scfeiaothymia vs*. Trustful' Aocessibi 11 ty 
Sohemionlsm vs* fraetioal Ceneernednssa
Sophistication vs-* lough Simplicity
■ferrying Suspiciousness vs*- Qmlm Trustfulness
Radleailsm ■:Vs* 'Ceaservation
Independent Self-sufficiency vs* hack of 
Resolution
Will Control and Ohara©ter Stability
Nervous Tension
1*0
reliability* "Bwn so, the reliabilities of the trait 
scores only ranged from *50 to *88*
The previously mentioned Inventories- -and question* 
nairas were characterised fey several weaknesses*
Guilford polo ted out the grounds upon -which they were 
moot frequently ■criticised* He stressed that the 
subject do a an * % know himself well .enough-to .describe 
himself and that the examinee will fake hie responses 
to give the appearance he desires {23* P* 1 % J  * fo 
quote Stager*a view of the inherent weaknesses of the 
self-report nature of these inventoriesI w0n© must bo 
very cautions la using these self-report devices, 
because it can not always be assumed that a self-report 
of a 'given action, is.a'valid indicator that a person 
has carried out or will' carry out the action defined?1 
{ftp# p* 6J4V) * Of tea the individual sees only a. distorted 
picture of himself and describes- that faulty concept*
Cat tell reported that the OAPT did not share 
this weakness because its tests'measured behavior in 
actual" situations'and not through so if--assessment of 
mm ■ introspective nature (12# P* &')* It'-should be 
pointed out that C&ttelX does nob include inventories 
and questionnaires among objective teats because>their 
self-report nature leaven them vulnerable to faking#
Anastasia reported on the objective tests,■ and 
labeled them artificial-task and 'indirect tests* *fo
kl
quBt® f  rom tier text t
% » #  ©f tlx© most premisi$gj; e i w a t 1 
trends in personality testing appears to 
be the development of a. wide variety ot simple 
and comparatively objective ieste| moat 0f| 
which are of the. paper^aad^pencii/ type* * /i 
these techniques. ©an bo charaotejpjjtaed as ■/' 
relatively structured and dlsgnt^hd* Sather 
than attempting to utilise oomplijx,. lifelike* 
or realistic situations*. these ipsts present 
the subject with an artificial tick wkloh 
bears little resemblance to the Criterion 
to be predicted*.' fhe teats unde.te* ©©phiier** 
at Ion represent efforts to identify behavior 
which serves as a valid predictor of/i 
criterion*.' without being a 'ii-rebt s-a^ pl# 
of criterion behavior0' (2* p.* 61|9}*
She also brought out that the rational^ underlying the
eons traction of sueh testa was often baaed/ upon . tin©
*
concept of personality style ft* p* 61+9)#/■»» were &sttell*s
earlier measure of personality#.
A few of the major test ©■©ogtrbctidh programs 
that are now in progress* concerned' with Ills type of 
tost* are the research projects of -^hmrstone at the 
University of Worth. Carolina Clf.6, p-»' /33-,r iaelinnon at 
the,. University of California ft* p* 650 *. and the study*- 
which this thesis treets* by Ostteil .-.at the tTn'lversity 
of Illinois (1C*. p# If* Although these ' researches are 
in the experimental stage*.-they bar# 'r$$©h*& -the point 
where they ere ready for application'-outside the 
labors fory#
One of the main sources of these simple* objective 
testa has been the area of perceptual and cognitive 
functions* A great volume of literature has. shown
significant relationships between performance on 
perceptual or ■cognitive tasks and the individual.-* a 
a %ti tudl sal, motivetlcn&l* and amo tlonal c fc&rae tapia ti ca
(2* p# 613)* Bach of tee three projects previously 
mentioned included perceptual tasks *
'MacKinnon* for example* Included a battery of 
fourteen perceptual and cognitive tasks which yielded
d. total of 52. scores* Among these were-such learning 
and peree$tu&l problems .as the solution of insight 
puasles* tee .judgment of weights*’ retinal rivalry# the 
perception of movement* and the recognition of geometrical 
figures imbedded is..more .complex designs {Oottschal&t; 
Figures.), and the identification of incomplete figures 
C 3 tree t 0# a talt fa a t) * {1 * p * §5 b ) *
fbe teats developed by fhurstone also mad# 
use of many perceptual tasks.* Some .'of these .dealt 
with closure# or' tee completion of an incomplete figure*
In 'ethers* conflicting'.perceptual cues'. Induced stress 
in these perceptual problems# Jis an illustration# in­
ane fburs tone test the names of colors were printed 
in colors different from the named colors# and the 
subject was instructed ta name the colors and ignore 
the wards (%5# p* 15)*-
fast G-2 entitled What ©a Itou See? of tee GAFF 
is essentially tee same as those used by MacKinnon and 
fburs tone* in this test the subject must also identify
Incomplete pictures with both the speed and accuracy 
of closure being measured* A description of the QAH* 
has been reserved for Chapter III of this thesis*
Another type of artificial*task personality 
test was based on partially controlled verbal associations* 
These- tests were somewhat similar to fr©e*assoclation 
tests.# except that the nature of the tasks assigned in 
the artificlal-tesk tests was mere restrictive*
Thur-a tone included two of these tests in his 
previously mentioned project* One of these was the 
Antonym® Test# In each of the two parts of 
the test# adjectives were exposed one at a time on a 
screen# In the first part* the subject was asked to 
give an antonym for each word* In the second part he 
gave m synonym# In each list* three types of adjectives 
were used;, affectively positive* stating complimentary 
facts about people| affectively neutrrl, referring to 
■such physical properties as shiny* damp* or legible; 
and affectively negative* describing urn* amplisientsry 
human Qualities* Three scores were obtained* Thus* 
the subject’s .speed of response was- compared on synonyms 
end antonyms* affectively toned and neutral stimuli* 
and complimentary and uncomplimentary adjectives*
Thurstone’s Verbal Emphasis Test also dealt 
with verbal associations* It was reported to measure 
•differences in the speed with which the subject made
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cognitive and affective discriminations In the meaning 
of words* Si^ty n o H  pairs were presented and the 
subject stated which of the two words were- stronger#
Half of the pairs required cognitive discriminations,; 
as in' co lo s s a 1- - la rgs. The ft t her half wm.rm affective 
la 'nature and required discriminations he tween positively 
or negatively toned words,#, fjitOrested vs.# enfchueiaeiie 
was cons ids red positively toned I j^leerable- v& mmhmppf 
wa# negatively toned# Tims the median reaction time 
for cognitive «ni affective dlaeriminatlona# and for 
positively and negatively tone#' words within.the latter 
category.* could be compared (*?, p.# r6£5)»
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II*. Literature on Biographical Bata
During the past -quarter of a. century* emphasis 
has been placed upon measuring college achievement in 
terms of academic grades (30* p* % D *  In fact, by far 
the most popular combination of measures has been the 
use of entirely intellective predictors and criteria 
values {18, p* 6?1)* The next moat frequently reported 
typo of research combined intellective and nonintelleetive 
predictors with purely intellective criteria {18, p* &?!)* 
More recently, student personnel programs have 
indicated an awareness that the educational process, 
had not only'intellective goals, but also social and 
emotional goals {38, p.* 38).*- Bennett saw the role of 
campus activities as being uniquely related to the 
latter goal* She stated that, tttfec need to belong and 
have respected status ©mong fellows depends'upon 
opportunities to share experiences and ability to give 
and take'** (5* p* ST)# Campus activities therefore,, 
provided a yardstick by which the relative status of 
each individual could foe measured.
The historical preoeeupatiots with Intellective 
characteristics M s  been given less emphasis in this 
study in favor of concentrating primarily upon 
non intellective characteristics# The label non 
intellective normally refers to a vast array of interests.
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values# attitudes» temperament* and social background 
{36, $># 670)* In 'the .present study* the nenintelleetive 
eharaeteristi.es ■ examined were temperament test scores* 
as the' predictors*. and ietiuws of participation in 
&m®pus activities-* as the'■criteria# A detailed 
description.of these has-been included in. Chapter XXI*,
A . •
Two. -studies have examined variation' in temper* 
ament oharacte.rietiea among college an# high school 
■students using temperament inventories# A study by 
Cough used the California Personality Inventory.to 
eompa.re high'school and college students of both 
.sexes on temperament traits# E® concluded that the 
chief differences between these two groups of students 
were on scales indicating responsibility# tolerance# 
achievement potential In academic and intellectual 
realms* flexibility# and a corap©sit© of poise# soelafei**
11 ty* sensitivity and extroversion* The college students 
scored *S to X#.§ of a standard score higher on these 
seal®a (33# P* 245)♦
A study by Heist and Williams used the Omnibus. 
Personality Inventory In making the same comparison 
m b was mad© by dough* This study .revealed one die* 
similarity when compared to the Gough study* Scores 
on m social i.titpoversion^ex trovers ion seal© were higher 
for college students# thus making them, appear more 
Introverted than the high school students* Other, than
hi
this differ©nee* it appeared that bo th gets of re suite 
ware in agreement.* In the study by 8© let and William©*
the college students were *3 to X*i> of a standard 
score higher on scales indicating responsibility* 
social-maturity* tolerance* and motivation by inte!<*■ 
Xeetual goals (33* p* M|4)*
Another approach used to study the p © rs o n.s 11 tie s 
of. students lias been comparing student foodies of 
various colleges on these traits.# In a second study 
foy Heist-.and Williams* the entering studcnts in two 
liberal arts colleges were ^examined by administering 
the ACE Psycho logical Examination,# the student body 
with a' higher mean seo'r© on this test indicated 
temperament scores higher*' in social sophistication* 
nonshthoritarian thinking* and interest in matters 
of a the or© tic el or abstract nature# This group wee
also 'lower in Inhibition or emotional restraint
(33» p* 2U7).
Another relevant consideration was the relation* 
ship of part-time work during the school term to 
participation in other areas of college' life* The 
general ■conclusion of research•In this area was that 
for many students* it was not a great handicap .to foe 
S©XfVsupporMng In college (5k* P* 11)-*. This has been 
investigated primarily as It applied to aeedeailc 
achievement* and not as it would have a limiting
meffect upon, tli©- time available for participation In
campus actlvities* leithei* 2£|? juniors# nor 202 
seniors included - in a- study by Urnstatid at th© Tin. Ivor- 
sity of Minnesota appeared to have their grades lowered 
by working f 148# p* 138}# Segal .also found that there 
was little relation between -grades and work for 12? 
students 139* p* 13) ♦
BatonsIre literature has heon addressed to 
the question of why approximately one*-hal.f of the 
students entering 'United States colleges tear© before 
advancing their education to the point of the under* 
graduate degree, hut no adequate conclusion has been 
reached (tjJ, p* 62?)-* McKeeley of th# ■United States 
Department of Education studied drop-outs- among 
IS#535 students who entered 25 universities in 
1931^32* fhese schools -lost 62* 1$ of these students 
In. th© succeeding four years.# However# 17% of these 
were transfers' to other educational Institutions# so 
the net loss to higher education os a whole was 
k$a$ ik3, P* 6J0)#
A similar study was accomplished more recently 
by iffart concerning attrition among 12,66? students 
entering Ilf9 institutions of higher learning in 1950*
?h© results .showed that approximately ore-haIf of the 
entering students would leave college during the next 
four years, but that eventually 59$ would, graduate#
Iff art found that almost one*half of the total with* 
dr&wals occurred during the freshman year (£4.3, p* 630)» 
Suamerstctll reviewed 35 different studies that 
cited attrition rates for hundreds of classes in a 
number of institutions from 1913 to the present# He ■ 
found that the median values computed for the aggregate 
were4 50$ drop-out In four years, and 3?$ graduate in
four years* Variations within these 35 studies were 
.great, rouging from 12$ to 82$ attritions In four years 
ih3, p. 630)* iThls compilation gave' a pic tar© of the 
rates of attrition ores;* a period of several decades, 
and ©0me Indications as to reasons for this situation* 
la 'those tMrty-five studies a significant 
relation between attrition and college ■grades existed*. 
In many of these cases, the student gave the reason 
for drop-out as being due to academic failure# Al­
though many leave college- before graduation due to poor 
grades, it is important to realise.that many also 
leave for nonacademic reasons including psychological# 
sociological, or economic demands#
Beeults from several studies indicate that 
fraternity .membership- Is nest generally . detrimental to 
graduation- because students who were members or pledges 
of .fraternities,, or sororities had better pars is tone# 
records and graduation rates in the institutions of 
first registration than, did non-members ($0» P* BlpB)*
Similar! ly* a recent j^vernmenbal survey showed 
that* Neither th© type of activity nor the amount of 
time devoted to extracurricular activities during the 
first registration period is related to -attendance 
in college* (k3> p*^5)* fhus* th© research evidence does 
not support the common nation that drop-outs are 
frequently caused by over~psrti0ipati0.il in extra* 
curricular sot I ri t iea *
Tho results of studio® fey Gable and Merear 
eonfirm th© conclusion that examining participation 
In .etiupus activities is. the most suitable measuring 
device for assessing the students attainment in social 
development* Xm addition, they show some positive 
correlation between academic- success in college and 
participation In extra^eurrleuXar activities (2Q0 p* 61) 
■fhe importance of extra-curricular activities 
seem® to extend beyond the college campus to the 
business world entered fey many students after graduation 
Studies relating pertieipatiait in «xtra-»©urricular 
activities to various criteria of success in business 
life after leaving college, encounter criterion of 
success problems but seem to illustrate that* to 
quote Bennett, nfn ©very measure of success' obtained, 
the graduates who had been active showed a definite 
superiority over the alumni who had not participated 
in college activities* {5> j>* 58)# Also, alumni who had
been rated high in vocational success by their class­
mates revealed -a. tendency while in. college toward 
greater than average achievement,and honors in scholar- 
ship, athletics, and in other extracurricular activities* 
This idee, wee further supported by the outcome 
Of an extensive research project.conducted by the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company* This study 
found that employees with records of substantial 
achievement in extracurricular activities were earning 
an average salary of £0$ more than the. entire group 
twenty-five years after graduation. In contrast, 
those with some achievement were earning 10$ s h o w 1 the- 
itiedlap' salary of the group, and those with ho achievement 
were earning 10$ below the median salary (SI# P* 2<S)*
■ Although Velattvely little research has hmon 
public lie d . co.no© rning the re la t Ions hi p be tween e I the r 
scholarship or activities and achievement in later 
life, there has been enough evidence of the value of 
m well-rounded program to ■encourage continued study of 




I M s  atudy Involved a two and ®no**h&tf year 
longitudinal ftudy of .male college students at the 
University of' Omaha* ;f arson© 11 ty tests were administered 
toeing the first semester of the subjects* freshman 
year; then* during the last semester of their junior 
rear* biographical data concerning their participation 
in the various areas of college life were gathered 
by means of structured interviews * The information 
obtained on these two occasions was correlated to 
dote m i n e  the relation between the personality 
variables and the participation in the areas of 
college activity* This chapter deals in some detail 
with the design of this research; Including the group 
studied* the test mate rials and methods■used* and the 
biographical items and methods of Obtaining them#
i« mmt-  studied
th® group studied In this research consisted 
of twenty^siac subjects * These subjects were selected 
from the first**year* male fraternity pledges at the 
■University of Omaha during the 19$0~19S9 school year* 
Participation of pledges from, three fraternities was 
enlisted through the cooperation, of fraternity pledge
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trainers*• . Motivation to do well on these tests was 
provided: by implying that the scores won Id be mad#
available to active members of the fraternities' and 
may Influence their standing within these organisations* 
fIbis was done In an attempt to -simulate the a trass and 
motivation existing In testing for vocational or 
educational screening-*
fhe age of these subjects at the time of 
administering the tests ranged .from a low of seven** 
teen' yearns of age* to m high of nineteen years of age* 
When this testing was followed two and one«*half -years 
later by the collection of biographical data,* the range' 
wat*- -of oourse* from nineteen to twenty**two years of 
age*
Before the biographical information was gatheredf
ten' of, the original twenty**six subjects had .dropped** 
out, of college* fheae-drap^putc could not'be fairly 
compared with those subjects still remaining in college 
on - their accomplishments in college Ilf©* because the 
length of time in which they had opportunity to 
participate in these--activities- was shorter* Accordingly* 
only the. items in school vs* out of school and fraternity 
membership were scored for all twenty**six subjects*
5k
ii* w s t  M&TEffxiii, w m m m  m M P
For use In this study, eleven sample tests 
ware selected .from those contained In the OAff* ' fhcas 
tests were made available by Raymond B* Cattail for 
e-xperimemtal research #ti the assumption that the 
development of norms and validity data would progress 
more rapidly (it, p* 1)* fha eon trove ray be tee an the 
projective personality test advocates and those 
psychologists who prefer more- objective measures of 
personality presents ah important backdrop for this 
Study* Although'a single'study can contribute only 
slightly to reeelving this controversy, the opportunity 
fee work with an objective -test battery was a challenging 
undertaking.
'the paper am4';pmmd%t tests for group adminis-** 
tratlon selected from the OAff formed a battery that 
took "approximately two- -hours to administer* Under the 
condition® present In' .this study, this seemed to be 
the optimum length of the test battery.
Variables leasurei, The tests selected., the 
Master Index (Ml) numbers, and titles of the variables 
represented by the scores were, summarised In fable J. 
on page 55# the extreme left column, of fable 3 gives 
the teat number, which has bees assigned by Cattail, 
prefaced by the letter's* fbls let-ter Q denotes a
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Table 3 
Variables from Tests Used







. 0—2 Ml 7 1 Speed of Gestalt Glosure
- MI 1%6 2 "Accuracy of Gestalt Closure
g-8 m 288 ' 3 ■Speed of Evaluative Judgments
. -Ml 133 U ■Grlticeinesa of fmigsent
MI 33 s Ratio of Goo.sonant va* 
Dissonant Been
11 67 6 Extremity of Viewpoint
m 152 7 Tendency to Agree
m 167 8 Efficiency of Immediate 
Memory
m 125 $ ■Betie of Personal to Insti­
tutional Falties
m 327 10 togleai Consistency of 
Attitude a
m 113 11 Acceptance of -Reality 
Principle Contact
0-10 Ml 31 12 Fluctuation of Attitudes
MI 3k 13 Maturity of Opinion
0-18 Ml 102 lk Derision of Obvious Aphorisms
MI ISQb IS Acceptance of Obvious Aphorisms'
G-2? MI 117 16 Mlg&breu Tastes
0*3? MI 2k& 17 Respect for Authority
0-38 Ml 211 18 Suse-eptibllity to Annoyance









a-li 1 Ml 219. 19 Honesty In Admitting Common 
Frailties
fM|,3 ', Ml 071 2:0' Verbal Fluency'
0**% l\M Ml -308 21 Speed of Humber Comparisons
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group test rather than an individually administered 
test (12* p# 12) . The next column indicates the Ml 
number el the personality test variables*-- This is a 
complete list of variables found by Cattail in his 
research* and the numbera were assigned as a 'means of 
Identifying these variables in reference to that list* 
Such m, definite identification .device'was needed because 
titles were sometimes altered in different publications# 
The name of the variable is at the extreme right In 
fable .3# This table also includes variable numbers*
■from one to twenty-one* which correspond to the numbers 
presented in fables 5 and &*
Test <b*2* entitled What Bo You Sect* was reported 
to measure two. variables related to 0estali closure;
Speed of Oestalt Closure* Ml 7; and sceuraey of oestalt 
Closure* Ml lip6 (12* p* |f|# This visual Oestalt 
closure- is the ability to got a synthesis out of a 
diffuse presentation* so that the whole becomes unified* 
Rather than feeing sopsrets and unconnected parts 
of the picture* the subject perceives it as a whole * 
Frequently this -unification occurs suddenly and this 
phenomenon is called closure* In. test &-2 the subject 
-was given s series of incomplete line drawings and an 
open-ended format was used requiring him to write down 
the name of the 'object drawn (30* p* 2)* The subject 
had two and one**ha If minutes to Identify' twenty-four
drawings* so this test was sons ids red moderately 
speeded*
Variable Ml- 7 .from this test was concerned 
with the speed of Gestalt closure* It was scored by 
adding the number' of answer© given, correctly in the 
period allowed for this test (39* p.# 2}.* Cattail 
described © low score on this variable* that is., a 
small number of drawings correctly Identified* as 
Indicative of a ^respect for reality, and for precision 
In dealing with reality..* * * in such disciplined 
mental performance as reading, computing, and estimation 
of time while working’* .(12, p* 55)* One scoring higher 
on this variable would be ■ characterised by a. greater 
degr-ee of imaginative thinking and perception# This 
represents a penetrating restless individual who is 
critical of himself and others# This variable was 
reported to be -most, beneficial in predicting calm, 
realistic judgment by tom scores (12# p* 55)*
The other score derived from teat G-2 was 
.variable MI li|.6t Accuracy of Gestalt Closure * This 
score, was equal to the number of items, Identified 
correctly divided by the number of items attempted*
When Interpreting the score on the Accuracy of Gestalt 
&lesrare variable, a low score showed the same tendency 
of the individual towards the realism pole as was 
represented by a low Speed of Gestalt Closure score#
A high score on this variable was reported to -show 
that the IndlvMaX possess the self-uocertslttty along 
with the self-assertion that Cattail said was significantly 
correlated with the Berninanes score In the' li 2F0 
{X2, p, 56)*
The- next test was G-S, Goodness of Work* Two . 
scores were also derived from this test| III. t8B, 'Speed 
of ■Evaluative Wuigments, end Ml 133, CrXtloaInass of 
Judgment (IS* p* 39)# In each. Item the '0111)100% had to
evaluate s human performance and the givers response
alternatives, A*B*0, and P., expressed various degrees 
of ©rltiealneas* This test was moderately timed In
that the subject was allowed three minutes to complete
twenty--five items (30* p* |3 *
The first of these variables* Ml 288* Speed of 
Evaluative Judgments* was scored as equal to the number.
Of Items cheeked#, Thus, 1%. was a measure of a tendency 
to rapidly evaluate the performance of ©there* without 
considering the eritlealnese of the evaluation* A 
high scores was reported to be linked with quick 
decisiveness, .high fluency., high speed and efficiency 
in m variety of mental activities, ego strength and' a 
high degree of persistence# Cattail noted that this 
was a variable from which to select b y  high, scores 
•executives, leaders and wherever a high power output 
was required for a given intelligence (12, p* 5 3 ) *
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The other variable scored in test 0-S was Ml 133#. 
Crltlealness of Judgment* This vari&bXe was found by 
scoring the response -very poor as three# the response 
poor bb two# the response g.oed'as 'ono# and the response 
very good is sere# adding these scores, end dividing 
the "total by' the number'., of items done fit# p# 3) *
This variable measured -©rltioaXness in rating performance 
in common tacks.# High ■.scores indicated a tendency to 
get a high standard and consider activities of others 
poor when they fall short of this standard* hower 
scores rove©led; a .less critical nature# This has been 
■reported to have a substantial negative correlation 
with training performance and scholastic performance* 
However* individuals Mgb. In this perform well and 
rapidly in. the immediate social situation and respond 
positively to approval and negatively to- disapproval# 
C&tiell hypothesised that this variable must Indicate 
a temporispent that was critical and demanding of others, 
in social' c o u t g o (12# p# 56)*
Th# $e&t teat# <M># Fersonal Opinion Inventory-1* 
'Supplied seven variables - (It* p* %-0} * For practical 
purposes# thi& teat has been''designed to include 
several otherwise independent testa* The subject had 
to answer one hundred epfnlenaire*type Items -with a 
multiple choice format* On moat Items the response 
■alternatives extended from strongly agree to strongly
SI
disagree* X*he test was liberally timed (JO, p* 2)*
•The first variable to be scored from tost 
wmi Ml Ji# Hatlo,:<frf Consonant vs* Dissonant Bofi&ll*
$hie variable me as u rad the frequeue y of recall for 
Items which have- elicited agreement (30#. p* 2)# Items 
included deal -with ethics,, morals* social traditions 
and 'social skills* ^ h e  highly endowed individual 
tends to agree with- statements presented t@ him* to 
n-toid chesting, to respect -authority, to he honest in 
admitting his weaknesses, to bo suggestible and to keep 
.-up ft good ■ performance despite shock or its appro vs. lw 
&2*. p* 53) ♦
fhe second -variable scored from test Q-*9 was 
111 67# Extremity of Viewpoint# M i  was scored by 
counting the items in which agreement is checked by 
the subject, next counting the Items in which he 
disagrees, and considering all other items as being in 
a neutral class (30, p# 2) * f he score was found by 
adding- the Items la which .he agrees and disagrees and 
dividing the sum by. the number of items in which he 
■expresses neutrality* this variable need the same 
controversial items as the' previous variable in deriving 
the score, but measured the inclination to rate these 
beliefs in strong terms* One scoring low In this 
Extremity of Viewpoint variable was supposed to possess 
a kind of realism of prudence and canniness* fhfs was
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said to go with steadiness of viewpoint and logical 
clarity# The high scorer tended towards imp as slimness* 
unwillingness to ruah or respond to pressure of 
suggestion# and absence of attitude fluctuation (It#
p* 56)*
The third score derived from teat G**9 was 
variable Ml 152# pendency to Agree* This score was 
computed by simply dividing the Items itt which the 
subject agrees by the Items in- which he disagrees 
(30, p* 3) * Higher scores on this tendency to Agree 
variable Indicated a predisposition to agree with 
opinions of others, rather than be noncommital or In 
disagreement, fiada was reported to measure & pattern, 
of suggestibility# good deal of Interest in the self, 
some evasiveness of reality# and social gregariousness 
{IB'# p* 55)*
The fourth variable scored from test 6M§f was 
entitled# Efficiency of'lsmedlsto Memory* Ml" 167#
This score involved Items in which the subject consis­
tently indicated his agreement* disagreement, or 
neutrality by marking them the same in all parts of 
the test} minus those.in which he changed his opinion.
(30* P'-*-.31* This represented attitude consistency 
which resisted social Influences * Basically this was 
a memory test for verbal items with the emotional 
content of the Items not considered*
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.It' 1250 Ba tio of Personal to Institutional 
Values* was the fifth vertable to be derived fro® 
test 0*9* It was determined by scoring items from 
this teat which are associated with personal interest
xre*, the welfare of society in general or segments of 
society (30# p* $)# k high score on this variable
indicated a. high degree of interest in the self* which
.«t.
would motivate behavior for personal gain, and not for
group benefit.* Social welfare leanings were said to 
be present in. otm low in this ©core*
The sixth variable scored from test 0-9 was 
Ml 32?, logical Consistency of Attitudes-# This was 
seered from twenty*three items In. the form of syllogisms* 
The score was the number of syllogisms- In which the two 
premises and the conoiusloa war# correctly checked, 
divided by the total number of syllogisms (30, p. h)*
This'variable indicated clear, logical reasoning which 
was not easily eweyed by desire for social expediency 
or tendency to agree with others*
The last score obtained .from test 0-9 was 
MI 113, Acceptance of teality Principle OonteC't*, The 
score-was obtained, from selected items oouobruing agree* 
meat with the idea of a practical approach and hard 
work to gain desired ends, rather than resorting to 
fantasy to achieve a&tlsfaction (30, p* ,3)* The 
individuals scoring high in this variable had good
reality contact, and, .in general* possessed well** 
intentlened, considerate regard for society (12* p# 535*
The next toot was 0-10> Personal Opinion 
Inventory XX* This test contained the same one* 
hundred Items used In teat &*9> As ■was mentioned 
earlier, these were op Iniona£ re*-type Items of the 
multiple choice format, with response alternatives 
eat tending from ^strongly ■ agree to strongly .disagree* 
ftib first twenty items were repeated unchanged, tout- 
each of the second twenty items is accompanied toy 
additional arguments of opinion# The remaining sixty 
items contained suggestions in the sense that the 
subject was told the opinion of authorities, items 
forty*©jae through sixty* of successful people, items 
a.lxty*oa© through eighty; and of neurotics. Items 
eighty*tme through on©--hundred# Thus several measures 
of attitude shift were scored (30# p. 3)„
From test '6*10,. two score® were obtained*
These were Ml 31# Fluctuation of Attitudes, and HI 3I4 , 
Maturity of Opinion (12* p.# %0).* The Fluctuation of 
Attitudes score'was found by comparing the responses 
on the first twenty items of tost 0*9 to previously 
given response* for these same items, There could to® 
a shift of up to four points on each item# The differences 
o-n these items were summed for the Fluctuation of 
Attitudes score (30,.p* 2)♦ This score revealed a tendency
tm change nttitudoi without Justification# n®t im 
roaponso to sool&l pr&asuro or persuasion, but mspoly 
ever s portod of felm# »
Another variable see rad from test 0*10 was 
MI 3I|,# Maturity of Opinion* This wsrlsbls a s m  from 
itoms two** tycoon through forty of tact 0*10 an# the 
oorros pending item.® from tost 0»f* O m e  ago in tter# 
could .to# & shift -of up to four points on sash, it#®'*
Shift® from, .tbs disagreement polo toward the agrooiaomb • 
polo woro acorccf watfiwlyi the shifts Itwrl' bho 
opposite polo wore soprod oogatiroiy# The algatomic 
sum of thus* shift# gave too ttstcurlty .of Opinion 
soon* C|0# P* &)■* A high score Indie-abod ths shift 
in attitude from dls&gmononto toward agpaogionb polos 
In response to advise* or additional rolswsnt information#
Thus* It tasasured ohango In opinion whon additional 
faotuol Information wos loomod. or simply wllllngmoos 
to to# swoyad. by opinions of otters#
Tost 0»l8* Bt&feo&onbo doslt with
the botidoooy to eonotdor romorkar as obvious# fhm 
subjsot had to rospond twloo to- tte o&mo sorloa of 
eommofft- otatoaieato* fte first tlmo ho lodlostod oil 
tteoo whloh b© sons ids'rod trivial! iho ooeond time 
hx» oatproosod hi# sgrssmont or disagroomont with each on 
a four point scale* Both sost4.on» w r o  modoratoly 
spooled| with a femr*airu%© tiam limit for tte first
s&
forty Items# a.ticl a thraa^jalnuta time limit for the 
a0coo4 .forif iterns (30# p* 0} *
In ihi® teat two variables were measured* One 
of these was Ml 102* Hated as terlaIon of Obvious 
Aphorisms by Cattail {12* p* l|l|* fhis variable was 
aeoro# by taking the loot oheatod atat&smit and adding 
to its number half the number of Items between it and 
the naact to the laat ehooked. s%&%«en%* This was the 
number aompl&twd* '?he% the number ohooked was data mined 
and divided by the number a ample ted# A high m o m  on 
this variable true reported to ladleato a te**4«-ttoy to 
regard very common ideas oa unimportant and foolish*
In fast* they were oonoldorod m  obvious that the 
povaon searing high would fesv# a low opinion of 
anyone using them in conversation* low scores indicated 
tolerance far persona lower in Intelligence &n§ social 
a opbi a t to a 11 art *
fhe eaoond werieble soared from tost 0**i8 was 
Ml l5@b* Acceptance of -Obvious Aphorisms {It* p* %Xf*
This variable was derived from the Items -of teat 0*18* 
by scoring aero for {strongly disagree* one for disagree* 
two for agree# and three for strongIf agree* The 
variable score was tim sum of these divided by the 
number of items done {jo* p# 31* U g h  eowwe on this 
variable were reported to Indiesto caution* awIf* 
crltlcalnaaa end oven timidity*
Tto© test Personal Testes*' was reported
to be a medeure of Highbrow Tastes# the variable numbered 
HI Ilf in Cettoll* o system Clft p* 1*2}* In this.teat 
tbs subject was presented with a series of I toss a@ki.ng 
for bis preference odor's range of activities* mioh as 
reading* aeathet-ioa* and decorating* So eel00tod one 
of throe alternative ancwe-rd* Each alternative was 
-weighted for what' Cattail os 11 s Mghbmwtieee*. The 
timing was libers 1 with fire minutes to complete the 
twenty items* (30* ft* 3)* A M g h  soars indies ted 
preferences 000sidered by society ss more highly 
cultured* Seorea were influenced by' level of education 
sad may bo correlated with esleemaitehlp sod success in 
situations requiring social agreealveneae (IS* p* 5S)*
The ttskt test in this battery was Cood
end Bad Values* In thl»_ teat* the subject ea^presaed 
his agreement or disagreement with a sot of items 
originally obtained from the Adorno F scale* This 
tost w**e used to measure the variable-HI £&&# Beepcct 
for Authority fit* p# {*£}• A high ecore indicated a 
tendency to bow to the will of society ©nd legally 
const!tuted authority* Use low scoring individuals w o w  
considered to be in rebellion against-these powers*
toother tost ^ included in this battery was 0*3$ # 
Common Annoyances* In this teat the Individual rated 
a aeries of common annoyances as m w y  annoying* somewhat
ntsnoylttg# or not'annoying# 1?he annoy&maea concerned 
both thlngo-aotf people# this teat m m  life#rally 
fet tm<h with three end ene^half minutes'ifm* twenty five 
Items ■ C30* p* 3)* ***$ for ikm variable Ml £11*
gusaeptibility to fenneyenee tit# ># ,U3)* f M s  senra 
eras obtained by'adding -two pcfn&e fop seeh'-item marked 
eery o**e point for each marked somewhat
annoying,, end soro poiota fop asefe not annoying marked*, 
the s m  of theae values was .divided by the number of 
items cheeked in mil 150# p* 3) ♦ Higfe scores indicated 
a pattern of etwfieby oyer relafcirely mild stimuli sad 
hoe tile reaction to stress sad -annoyance# A .person 
with a high score would become Irritated ky many routine 
Mtuatioas in feuetnees' and 'persona X life#
£esb dealt with Soneaty in Admitting
£$&&£»& ypeflitles* In taking toot 0**fel> the subject 
w m  instructed to Indicate whether or not hm feat bean 
guilty of certain common fraillties* weaknesses# ate# 
f%#s# frailitlea ear® those common to moot people# 
ffee. tost was liberally timed in that the subject hod 
three'mlimtoo to finish the teeaky items (30# p* 3):* 
fills test wee o d d  to be *m e&c client device for measuring 
honesty in confessing to aeoial&y unapproved behaviors* 
thoughts* feelingst* end attitudes# yer-bapa this m-e an 
indication of an1-ego strength that will permit suet* 
admission, of weakness without a feeling of threat#
Also Included Im the test- battery w m  tost $*4|3# 
entitled Ideas for Wrtting# I'M# beet involved sto'ry 
completion# protection of words beginning w i t h  % given 
letter# end a eeH.ee of anagram® ( JO * p.* 4)* «$t wee
m>rj strictly timed#- with three ■ minute® to .do the 
twenty Items* *!%©■ tour# derived from this beet wee 
variable MI 271# Verbal Phtmmt (If# P* 13) ♦ In scoring 
thie variable# the number of words begiimlftg with as 
wee mltiplied toy four* and these w@ro sided to the 
number of words produced in the story# f M s  
was reported to give a good measurement of an individual*# 
general energetic tendencies and M s  ability to make 
deaielo&e mud traaemlt them fluently in written 
communication toy verbal aya&oX#' (30# jp* ■53)#
$he final toot- was the. tost .of w b t r  oomp&rtscm* 
©mite# Uatehing fftambars* were four partis
.to this tent# Iis. parte ©it© und four* the subject 
oemparwd two mlurnm of four**digit number ©omtolnationa.# 
i*e*. one pair of numbsr® at & time* and cheeked them as 
toeing the asm# or different* to parte two and three# 
the comparison wan between two column# ©f eeven^diglt 
nuwhera# The teat wee speeded with only forty* five 
second® for each part* yo obtain the mmm  for 
variable Ut 3C^ #. Spaed of-dumber €omi>eriaone* every 
Item don# was counted# regardless of whether it is 
right or wrong |J0* p# 4)* f M #  is a task, is which
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of discrimination waa a factor ari was reported 
. to- oooom a typo o f  fluent tfacisivenass*1
{If, $>, S3),.
tfetitpdr og, AdMoIo teatl'Oii.,. the odmiaietrotioi* 
taoism X fop this tea t botfcory wsa propared by the Bupoou 
of Itt^aatriai ♦Footing and institution#! ftoaoaroh at
fcho tfaivorslfcy of Omabfi-f I M a  m-m*®! SneXu##d goetlom
* \
giving p m ® t m  diree ttom ®a<t timing for oooh of tbo 
toot®* tbs #»mto@r x*ea<i diroe fc'Xy from this m m % k & . %
In ®<&®liafofc®**l**g then# toofco* In toots #*»§, 
and CMiJ* th» w’aolo loot-ruotioa taa givou by the
s toln $ otr«tor ® roily* sshoroos* In'oil other -to©to the
*.
diwO’ti©.ms t # «  printed ^ireetl/y ©iviho to-® to for tho
subject to read#
%$»#rstus required for the testa, was l i m i t s  &  
to- test booklets, poodle# a stopwatch* and fch© 
a $s*i©£« billon wnusX#
ii* m m m m m kt mm  m,fm^mm mo « w  m m
m  iotowtn# the roXati®© boioeois the porsomlity 
veriabXos iwooaisirod sod p B . p t d i s i p m t i x m  i n  college Ilfs, 
colXog* Xlf© woo divided into fire gonereI -activity 
aw®®* three wor# coholost!©* athlotie* social, 
leadership* nal worfe ootivitoo# Biographical i t e «  
were «®lcote$ to ‘maocure th# level of student partial-* 
potion iii euols of th#o# areas * these bt©&r©$*hi®caX it
t tm mmm  In f Mc h  they Indio <■ ted participation and their 
©coring has hmm. auM&rl&e© In. #©fel© %« flit a table els# 
Includes veriebi© number# which correspond to ttm 
nimi^ #.ra used In fables % end 6* flies# eleven items 
taw>as» the ©peclfl© ooatent objectives upon tM«b the 
structured Interviews# need In gathering this dot©* 
wet*# f#en.p#d*. At the time ©f tli# collection of- the 
biographical datci* it m o  found that m nvmhmw of th© 
original ©abject© be©ted had withdrawn from. school*
Wwmn fchi©* a dropout variable m e  e«put#€:* flmae- 
Individual© still in college map© .given, a srcor© of on© 
f#r this .Iteaai thee© eut of aellega^ a scop# of » r o *
SlQE^efMeel. -pi.tj,.*<?.© tego rle©..» In th© scholastic 
m a *  pomona having, ©bbsined a a©h©Xseti© honor or 
special recognition for his aeademi© acblevmteiit were 
given a ©cor© of ons; those with no- m h  distinction 
wore given © ©cop© of ao.ro* Scholastic honors obtained 
if*©!nded being on th# Honor Boll or Peon*« 1*1©t# an# 
receiving ©cholegtlo awa.r&e or ©chclftrehlp®*
Pertictpetiea in the sr#a of athletic© «r-a© 
broken down Into two cetogorie©} intereolleget© versiby- 
end intremrei athletics* Participation In any organised 
©tblotlc -activity offered ©t Om-ete tfniveraity w e  
c©unte4* Students pert I a ip© ting in -one semester or 
more of were tty athletics were ©warded one point i 
those with no varsity experience were glvan- a score of
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Table k
Bmmmrf of SlegrepbieaX Bata Obtained




■Owp^outi 28 ■In no bool in eellege* 
0-Out of college
Seholaatle | m Sotelnntte benore l-Sc&olastie tou^i?#, 
0-Soiio
Athletics* 2h Sporta*£nt0 *** 1-fa H&oipo tton, 
eolXegi&te -VattslbyCMJo participation











Total isua&or1 mf 
organisations 
Jb&longad to
&aadoi»8btp t 28 eoiiege-fiwabw 
of off toes toll
Total number-of of ft###
lie Id
at 0ell#g#»l#.ai.« r* 
ship' acere
Total m%um assigned 
to offtooa bald
3& ^patera*! t^-nimber 
of offieea toll
Total number of offiooa 
hold
31 P¥a%#rott^leai#f^ Total value assigned 
#blp oeora te olTfooo held
Work t 3t Fort* time Job 1—|I# Id pa i? %•— t-ta# Jab* 
0-So partition Job 
be i d
aero# M M m t m #  stud# at a who participated in at' leant 
one semester of Intramural activity received a adore 
of one | end for those elth no iatr#«i»X athletic 
participation s aero waa recorded#
In the croc of college socle! Iff## fra ternitf 
membership ana member .ship in otter college organisations 
were treated separate If* ftrcteralty members were given 
a score.of one# and non^ascubcrc received a score of 
acre* U i m m  all * m m  fro ternitv pledges at the time of 
■testing, the fien»itiMb#r category Inbludad those oho 
left the fraternitf prior to. being initieted* Tte 
number of opganle&tlotis Joined* otter iteo fraternities* 
m m m  counted for coot* individual and ibis number ess 
recorded to give the number of organisation' memberships* 
teeters hip scores wmm, m t m  obtained both for 
fraternity and otter ■■college organisations * • tn -both 
fraternity and no.m^ftetc**fiity^i^g»nisatiosiS^ the 
of leadership positions teld esc resorted for each 
subject* Also In the area of leadership* scores were 
assigned to various offices to'differentiate the degree 
of leadership involved In each office* The office of 
president of the organisation m e  given tte highest 
score of five; the office of vlc®-p.resitent was given i 
the score of four; offices of secretary or treasurer, 
the score of three; all. otter offices sere given a score 
of two; and membership *m an organisation with no offlees
nh e M  rat©d 0 eeore of on©#
eree of work os s ptri^lii® j#b during the 
oohooi t e w  we© else Included In tlili study# fhose 
euh1Je£t$ who held a pert-** time job during, the eollege 
t e w  were given e. sear© of on©# thoee ®ho did oofe hold 
part*time jofea reeel wed eero ecopoe*
of Ofotatj^ujg Siogwofoloal ItESsflL* 
deelmdl blegrephleai Intormmtlon was obtained from ® m b  
eubjeet in a structured Interview* Otily feo^uel* 
hletorloal information m m  obtained? not opiuioae or 
attitude®» Wh# «trueiured interview isa us## rathe# 
tlMstt e q«e«ticmneiro It 819 felt that the
pOTBOti.il 1 eo&taet offered by the interview would 
met lire t* the a ub looter to wareed m m m  freely* *ffete 
Mliwatiem wan of the tee types* deeerlbed by lute end 
Oetmel aa| 1). wl**trin®ie% ®ai 2) *ee»f©raeee« to se&iel 
mew©*- fjl* p* lift* In trie® ie mo tire t loti depended 
direetly upon the peweoel relaiiouehip bebweeir lobar* 
viewer ©rid peapsmdeet# The reepeadeet m m  m&blnreted 
to eemualeete with aeefcher beoeuee he' reeeived 
greti float ion from the eosastmiiieatioij proeean and the 
perae&al reletloaetiip of tllefe It la e'papt* *ftx# other 
%fp# of stotleatlon wee to b# found in. the oooieily 
eeeepted virtue* of tree ting a sfcr&hger eourteeuely* 
e-nmerlttg apofcei* to# end tellieg the truth(31# p* I|S$*
n
W® egtrlssie motivation tai proel&ed in these 
interviews* bm®mw$B the ra©pendent eowld m i  gain 
.getting or bring about a fry dealred change by M s  
msp0i>»e48« In the interview situations, where the 
demands wo-re gsodeet end potentt©X throet at a 
the persons! ralstXonsfelp between the Xetepviewer on# 
ttw respondeat and the conforms nee to soeisl norms 
by the respondent were'deemed s^tpil# ■ t§ generate 
sufficient woiiratioo .to insure hit cooperation through* 
out the intereieey
*£he interviews were structured around the eleven 
■specific objectives by the use of so interview schedule# 
fho degree of etracturiag .sought was such that too# 
rapport wee established by the epouteneity of the 
ittteraiew-it yet the as&e items of biographies! dote 
were received f » i  0m ti subject*
ff» aebedttXlng of tbs. liltwitus wee aeeoiap* 
Itched by contacting eeoh of the individuals end ewrong* 
lag m time and piece for %h# lotervlew* fo secure the 
cooperation end to avoid 'hostility that ootiid M a s  
responses# the Interviews were scheduled at the subjects* 
eonwenienoe* flea U s i n g  that the reaction.of the re#** 
pendent is often in boras of feelings about the inter* 
viewer an# the process ©f the .-interview* «  well as in 
terete of the questions caked* the sens degree of 
oe»©ideraiien for bis feelings was practiced In %b#
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m itt#X inimpv&mt nitmtlnn (hk$ p* S8)* *fh& imtei*vi.®ws 
m m  ®p®m-4 fey implminlttg mhf tfe& biographies! £«for»
g&aticm m #  w&y tft#y feni fe#m. shossn to
paartidifsaio in tit# «fcu£fv Wfeen tfe# Mb 4 fe««
put ut #a©#f tim apeelfi* ofeJ##tIims of its# iat©wi#w, 
001*11. iiatr©-i:uo#€#
r?
MEBbLfS & m  ©ISOTSSXOSf
The previous chapters dealt In detail -with 
methods' utilised in the acquisition of the raw scores 
for the personality variables mod: measures of particl* 
pattern in various college activities.* Sixteen of the 
thirty*two field test measures were' subjected to linear 
transformations before proceeding with the correlation 
analysis# These transformations were designed to permit 
more meaningful ski accurate analysis fey eliminating 
some of the more troublesome distribution characterise 
tics, especially skewness*
1# SEStfLW
fhe values in the body of Tables 5 on page ?8 
and 6 on page 79 were pro due t*moment .correlation
coefficients derived from the previously described 
data, The number of bivarlate observations employed 
in these computations (n) was determined fey the number 
of subjects involved* Two correlation matrices resulted 
from the information included in this study# one 
twenty*three variable matrix based on twenty*six 
subject©, and one thirty*©**® variable matrix based 
on -sixteen subjects* The variation in number of subjects 
for these matrices was due to the drop~©ut factor*
IB
Table 5































* Significant at .05 
** Significant at .01
Bote*** f m  variable names, aee Table 3 on pages 55 and 56 and- Table k on page 72*
£ 3 6 5 6 t 8 9
.82*e **21 .15 M *•30 — 51* *13 •*33



















10 11 m 13 14 15 16
1? .01 —.40 —.18 .'■ .29 — 10 •30
27 -15 — 21 ■ - .43 *05 ■—*23 .SO
05 .01 .1? —.41 .42 *25 —.28
IT -a* .22 ■ — 38' .29 .13 — Of
31 -33- -.08 •00 .06 *12 .24
38 *42 M .21 .12 .3* —.17
2? *05 — 15 — 14 — 13 — 06 -39
oS .18 -XT — 16 —.XT *03 .28
22 .45 •Of — 23 -10 •38 — 49
— IT *10 *04 — *11 •15 *15
*15 -.18 .12 *30 — 25
—*.l6 *03 .23 — 28
— 29 -13 .14
.67 .22'
.20
XT 18 If 20 21 .23. 24 25
—.19 •05 a* *08 .14 .89 — 04 •19
— 24 *14 .14 -.43 -.23 -.16 .02 *13
*01 .11 .22 .01 *18 — 59* *25 •*23
— 64** *15 *06 *33 .19" — 15 *•58* .20
—*26 .04 — 11 **33 — 05 -03 *00 •*19
*24 .24 ••36 *11 — 09 — 16 *41 ••66
*08 — 02 — 02 -13 — 28 — 06 .12 •.30
— Of — 02 — 23 — 84 .21 <**38 *38 .30
.04 -13 — 42 •38 -.09 ***27 .15 ♦*36
•or - *69** .84 ■ .04 .82 *23 • 07 .40
*13 .39 — 63** .24 ' — 07 — 11 *86 — 28
— 05 *10 — .22 — 03 — 07 • *31 — 15 — 85
*30 •*35 *22 *29 .24 *33 .04 *03
■— 43 *21 .07 *36 *47 .10 -15 •19
-29 -30 .01 *38 .42 — 11 — IT .20






























86 87 30 . ■39 30 31 32
***26 .05 *21 — 34 *21 *11. *58®'
-.33 *30 — 25 -39 *« f •83 •39
-*23 — 33 — 10 •14 — 09 .02 **.06
— 51* -35" .26 .00 •*35 — 39 *26
-31 •8% • *14 • *29 *27 •02 *58*
.00 — 12 •*12 — 01 — 05 * *15 — 30
*46 .02 *35 *%9 -27 — 16 — 15
.06 *89 *22 *04 os *11 •00
•31 .09 .43 .55* -05 ••83 .18
*36 *29 •48 •46 •43 .57* — 09
**.22 *05 — 14 •*21 .18 — 05 ♦Of
*.22 *00 — XT” ■ — 21 ,16 •15 * *26
•13 • .18 *.17 ••03 — 12 — 20 .00
.08 — 59* *13 *09 •*18 — 80. .12
.15 •82 *45 *49 .36 *24 .23
*23 *16 .22 .13, .48 .61 .14
.02 .13 — 35 •*83 *89 .16 -39
— 50* — 32 ..45 -55* •*49 — 51* — 25
.87 — 06 — 12 *85 — 03 *81. *14
••18 — 67** •1? .14 *40 -47 .22
.18 — 49 .06 .09 .00 — Of .27
.89 *80 *36 .22 M *03 — 09
.21 ♦8? — If — 82 .01 *04 — 02













































' ; I Table 6
Stkf^ remeletliHxs for Test decree with mM Fraternity Membership
0 3 I* 5 6 7
.80** **23 .23 S im * •*33










8 9 20 4
*03 -.if • *3b * *2lp <
*08 •*5li#* **315
*03 .If *23 .13 '
M .00 —Ik .02
.08 • .08 *•53## »tfP
.06 .50*# .00 M * *
•Ok • .25 .Hi . **26
*.13 * * 12,
*37 ■#♦#
. 10 13 Ik .23 26 27 18 29 80 22 22 .87
*00 »*22 ♦l6 *00 **35 *29 .29 *,22 *♦27 •80 •26
■ *lk *30 *10 - *28 -#0f * *33 ,2% .23 *,41# * *32 • »25 .08
* *s6 **26# •b6» ♦15 •02 .09 '*3 £1 ♦27 ♦38 ♦52#* •OS
.03 •#it ♦28 M *•20 • *3.4 *27 .80 .80 *0f M •0b
**18 •♦23 .20 •37 *00 **36 ♦25 *2b ♦0b ♦Of ♦53## *57##
.03 *•02 *27 •*05 .08 ,fib# •27 *.%3# ,l$3* •b2* *•23 *.25
*.05 *,23 *.21 *16 *.22 **05 *,02 ♦if *,38 -33 .2? ♦Of
**33 *♦02 .00 #00 .21 *,20 ♦30 *#20 *08 ♦if ■*39# ,39#
*.23 .01 ,22 • ♦if .,00 *33 *■■*22 •♦52## •km ,39# »,%2# **33
*.0| **06 * ,00 O*?•,fi f ,38 .85 * *$10# * ,25 ,29 ♦S3 • *27 * ,22
,00 .0*1 M • #02 *05 .07 #02 * *56## ♦3b •82 — 35 * *27
«,25 *.27 .20 **03 *.03 *00 **27 * ,20 ♦•28 ' ■ • #2f **28
• *28 **2% **00 .06 *JM»* .22 *.02 *■•20 *■*26 * .16
.27 *02 *,07 •27 ♦25 *21 .36 •25 *♦22
*•11 -.32 *♦02 ,28 *♦07 .08 *52## *P
•06 *00 * *i4 .03 ,1*1# • ♦0b * ♦ 1,1
,03 -33 ,28 ,27 *.21 • .IB
•♦OS ♦If *10 ,22 .08
**b2# -.05 *56## *20#
,?0** * *-26 **35
*02 •♦32
,59##
* Sigstlfleant at .05
** Sigaifieant at .01
Note —  for variable names see Table 3 on pages 55 ani 56 en<3 Table b oAl pege 70
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This factor node accurate Interpretation of the 
biographical Information other than fraternity 
membership impossible for these leaving ■ school prior 
to the acquisition of Mograpbieal Infoma felon* 'fable 
? on page 8l. reported the laeana and standard deflation© 
for the thlrty»ene variables baa ad an sixteen subjects* 
fable S on page S2 reported the #« o  information for 
the twenty*three variables baaeg 00 twenty*six subjects*
inplffiis of the fhirty*oae, Variable. Matrix* The 
matrix !,»■ fable 5 on page 1® we a CMssita## to do to rain© 
ralat lone among the activities In which the students 
participate^ ■ an# personality rari.ft.bXee
©aaopiated with participation- in those activities*
S e w n  of the I4S correlations between the college 
activity npaeiares .were significant at the *.@5 lew#!*. 
Certain artifacts mmf ho contained in those finding®#
!%r example * the correlation between participation in 
IntracmraX and intercollegiate ©thi#ties was probably 
negative because an Individual engaging, in an inter* 
collegiate aport wee barred from further participation 
in this sport as an intramural athlete# Heverthaloes* 
an examination of the correlations between participation 
in various college aotie!ties prodne## mm* interesting 
findings*
The positive correlation of ^§0 between 
participation in intramural athletics and so ho las tip







t  ■ 11*075 3*967 17 *501 .309
a *733 . I f f 30 1,036 *ats
3 18*375 3*271 I f *338 *026
it *730 .355 20 69.688 18*52®
5 i.aa6 .91*3 21 65*188 8.871
6 8*815 9. it 78 23 #250 •137
7 1*513 •«W 2it .333 ♦lit?
0 M*ti38 5.310 15 *563 .157
t #625 .?80 ®6 1*563 l.itOit
IQ *515 .267 27 *375' *599
11 8*750' 2*536 26 1*938 2*302
12 8.25® 2.71*8 i f *875 .330
13 fc.3U 6*1«S 30 1.625 .992
1% *p s *» ? 31 3*813 t*9W
15 1.768 *152 32 *813 .390
IS 18*875 it. 000
it
Tablfr 6
Ms ana and S iaaiard Deviations for Variables 
Based on "fwnty#&iM Subjects
Variable Moan Standard 
dumber Deviation
Variable loan Standard 
Hamber Deviation.
1 11.15k 1,%59 13 k.38% %.0?%
£ .691 .07% 1% *%63 ,058
3 17.5%% 1,292 IS 1,696 ,16%
% .723 *085 16 19.73% 2.220
S' 1.021 .938 17 *555 *303
£*.w 11*322 19*209 18 ,98% ,2%0
7 1.793 .60? 19 ,312 .082
8 18.038 6.572 20 7%.538 23,979
9 1.125 1*339 21 6k*%23 11,576








honors Indiested that these two variables tended to 
be associated* Thus, the students obtaining scholastic 
honors were also likely to have engaged in athletics 
at the intramural level and vice versa* 'On the other 
hand, athletic endeavors at the intercollegiate level 
had low correlations with all of the other college 
activity measures*
the scores indicating campus organisations
•Vs.
joined and leadership in these organizations were 
highly -correlated with each otherf and the same was 
true .for fraternity membership and fraternity leadership* 
The correlation between fraternity and campus leadership* 
however, was lower than was expected* This Indicated 
that campus leaders were drawn in about equal pro­
portions from fraternity leaders and non^leaders*
Part-time work failed to show any significant 
correlation with the other college activities* This 
indicated that working part-time neither limited the 
number of other activities in which the students were 
involved nor denied them the opportunity to obtain 
scholastic recognition*
Perhaps these iatercorrelafions were most 
marked by their lack of statistical significance*
Thus, except for the previously noted relations, there 
was little indication., that the same individuals were to be
found i n  o r  out of a wide rang© of extracurricular 
activities*
Fifteen of the 210 correlations between 
personality eh&raeterlstles and college activities 
were significant at the #0§ level* Beholastie 
achievement was positively oorrelated with highbrow 
tastes| and negatively correlated with speed of eval­
uative judgment,.* The first correlation indie at©# that 
the scholastic achiever was -prone to report preferences 
generally eonsis tent with those considered highly 
cultured.-# According to Osttell such preferences probably 
reflect a need for achievement rather than general 
Intelligence* The second correlation reflected the 
association of 'the winning of scholastic awards with 
a tendency to be cautious and somewhat Indecisive in. 
■evaluating the performance of others*
Campus leadership and fraternity leadership 
correlated with the personality variables in aonetimes 
comparable and sometimes contrasting ways* Campus 
leadership was closely related to two personality 
variables; susceptibility to annoyance end ratio-of 
personal to institutional values* The negative Character 
of the first relation meant that campus leaders were less 
susceptible to annoyance then non-leaders*' The"'positive 
nature of the second association indicated5 a 'tendency 
for campus leaders to place personal welfare or- the
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achievement of individual goals .ohoad of Institutional
or social goals*
Fraternity leadership mss associated' with the 
susceptibility to ftaaoyause in the same manner as 
campus leadership# Fraternity leadership was closely 
correlated with logical consistency of attitudes and 
campus leadership was ©orrieated with-consistency of 
attitudes in the same way# Both of the latter 
correlations indicated that those who eventually 
became fraternity or campus leaders were more consis* 
tent in their attitudes at the time ©f- the testing than 
those who later failed to achieve leadership statue*
4 possible discrepancy he tween, campus and fra ter* 
ftity'leadership appeared in connection with the ratio 
of personal to Institutional values* ^hile campus 
leadership as noted previously correlated closely 
with this variable * fraternity leadership felled to 
correlate with the ratio of personal to institutional 
values*
Holding a part*time job while attending college 
appeared to be associated with speed of Gestalt closure _ 
and ratio of consonant to dissonant recall * While these 
correlations were statistically significant at the *:§S 
level* it was still possible that other.variables# 
such as financial considerations* were more closely 
associated with the holding of part*time jobs*
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Further analysis of the data took the fora ©f 
the ©©sputa tion of multiple eorrelatlcn coofflcieuta 
using th© variable# with the largest criterion ear**- 
relations* Using participation in la fce re e I 1© g la to 
athletics a® the criterion variable* a multiple 
©orre lotion was eosputod 'lieaeW on three of''Cattail! a 
peraonallty variables* The personality variables ©nil 
their standard score regression weight® worei respect 
for authority (#2*&&)* criticainaas of judgment (*-*3X9).# 
and efficiency of immediate memory C»*l&2}* The 
multiple e©OT©l©tl©« coefficient of *71 was alightly 
larger than the oorrelotion between reape©t for 
authority and participation in interoollogiat© athletics* 
ffce campus load© whip acor© was used a a a 
criterion variable in computing another multiple 
correlation Involving four of Cattail*# personality 
variables* The personality variables and their 
atfsttdnrd m ® m  regression weights weret susceptibility 
to annoyanea (**2i&X)t tendency 'to agree 
aoooptana©.o f 'obvious aphorism© C*33%)* and ratio ©f 
personal to institutional vetoes C*XS£)* This 
combination resulted in a multiple correlation 
coefficient of *8j*
'The final multiple correlation coefficient 
involved fraternity offices as the criterion end
personality variable® logical consiatanoy of attitudes
6?
(*2tX6} and ause.0ptibili.ty to annoyance (•*223) ns
predictors* % i s  predates# s. multiple correlation, 
of *59*.
Cattail baa Identified several factors in the 
personality variables employed in this, study* Four of 
these' appeared -to be related to participation la college 
activities la the sense that variables with the high 
loadings on the factors had consistently high correlations 
with certain of the activities*
Verbal fluency, speed of number comparisons* 
speed, of evaluative judgments., and maturity of opinion 
measured Cattail1s factor of energetiefluent 
decisiveness* ill of these variable® had moderately 
high'negative correlations with fraternity .membership* 
fhm energetic, fluent decisiveness factor was described 
by Cattail as ^associated with good immediate memory, 
fast judgment, high speed and effectiveness in a 
variety of .mental performances* (1.2, p# 53)* So .also 
mentioned that it was not intelligence but ■was related 
to m high output by leaders and executives for a given 
intelligence*
tendency to agree, and logical consistency of 
attitude tapped ’Cattell* s* social* emotional expediency 
factor and were positively correlated with the three 
campus organisational activity variables* These 
activity variables were number of college organisation
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memberships* numb©r of college offices held and college 
organisation leadership score*. This faetor was' 
described by Cattell as a subtle pattern involving 
evasiveness of reality* some tendency to irritability* 
a n d'ark unsocial^ expedient* personal ambition (12* p* SSI* 
Accuracy of Gestalt closure* ratio of consonant 
to. dissonant recall* and susceptibility to annoyance 
involved a schizoid tenacity factor according to Cattell* 
.411 three of the#© personality variables had negative 
■correlations with the three' variables concerning 
campus organisational activity variables* The schizoid 
tenacity factor was described by -Oattell as a composite 
of self-uncertainty end self-assertion along with ego 
weakness and tenacity of performance (12, p* $&}■♦
Finally* oritiealness of Judgment* efficiency 
of immediate memory, and derision of obvious aphorisms* 
which involved the factor of sympathetic energy 
mobilization factor was stated t© be associated with a 
temperament ??hleh gets’--wrought up easily, but also 
relaxes ^ulekly* It also Involves working rapidly add 
■well in the company of others., but not working steadily 
alone (12, p» 56)*
'The relations found between these four factors 
and participation in college activities deserve further 
study,- A battery of tests tailored t© measure only 
these .factors would permit a more complato examination
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of their role In college life#
Analysig of the .Twenty**three Variable lietyix* 
Table 6 on page T9 presented the ©striae of product* 
moment correlations based on all. twenty*six subjects*. 
The purpose of computing these correlation's was ‘to 
relate drop-out and fraternity membership to CatteX!* a 
p m rs o na111 y vs r Iable a *
Five of the twenty-on© personality variables 
■yielded correlations which were significant at the 
#05 level with remaining In college for the two and 
one*haIf year period included in this study* A 
multiple correlation was computed using these five 
variables . &a predictors and: remaining In college as 
the criterion* The predictors and their standard 
score# regression weight# we ref honesty in admitting 
common frailties (*586)* efficiency of Immediate memory 
C#35&J* ratio of consonant to dissonant recall (*23.8 ).* 
acceptance of obvious aphorisms (*2255* and ratio of 
personal to'Institutional values; (*0395 * The multiple 
correlation between these variables .and remaining In 
college was *80*
further analysis ©f the variables associated 
with, becoming an Initiated fraternity member was not 
undertaken because of the correlation between drop*©ub 
and fraternity membership* When part correlations were 
computed to dotomine the relation between that part of
the fraternity membership score not correlated with 
drop^but and selected personality characteristics* the 
resulta were as follows: .33 for rati© &f connsonant
to dleeouaut recall, *21 for efficiency of immediate 
memory, and *11 for honesty !,n admitting common 
frailties*.
II, mBCVBSXQ®
Chapter I'll contained a surrey of relevant 
Information concerning attrition in .American colleges-* 
fhls section related.the findings of the present 
research to findings'of past studies. SummerskiII* 
in reviewing thirty*five studio® concerning attrition 
during'® period from 1913 to i960, found that the median 
attrition rat© for these studies irs about 5-0^  drop-out 
in a four year period*. However,, there was considerable 
range in this characteristic among the colleges included; 
from 12% to 8t$ji of the entering students left school In 
a four year period after entering*, HdfooXsy*s survey 
of this problem revealed that 6&*1J£ of the students in 
his sample left college in the seme four year period*
Iffert, found that $0$ left college during the four 
year period after entering, but that eventually 5-9$ 
would graduate,# Be also found that about one-half of 
the 'total mifchdrawala occurred during the freshman year*
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la this study!, the attrition Pits was found to 
h© 3&*k% during a 'two and one^hsulf year 'period after 
enteriftg' college* Since the freshman, year often serves 
&a m screening device, this appeared to he essentially 
in agreement with previous'findings* Possibly the foot 
that the .students in this .-study were fraternity pledgee 
would tend to make the number remaining in college 
greater than it would- normally hove been# As Vogt ■ 
found la hie study* etude®t.s who .were pledges or -members 
of fra be m i  tfres had better. peralstenee records than did 
tina ft ill a ted s tud© nt s *
Previous research has also been devoted to an 
examination ©f relations between types and amount of 
extracurricular activities and 'remaining in college*
An examination of the available research revealed that 
no close relations have been found In this area* The 
findings in this study were again in agreement with these 
previous results *
Some research studies four© considered the role 
of part-time work as - it entered into the drop*out 
problem* Utaaiattd, in a study conducted at the TJn 1 ver~ 
aity of Minnesota*. found that grades were not lowered 
as a consequence of Working while attending school* 
fh& general conclusion, of his and other studies was that 
apparently there 5a little relation between working at 
least part-time during thm school tern and remaining in
college* The present study eoliaidere-i tlia participation 
of the working student in various campus activities! 
both as to number of activities and the nature of these 
activities* It was found that part-time work w&a not 




'Sieve®. objective personality teats were 
e&ralntstered to twnty^aix onto ring students at ttim
University of Omaha and the results wore correlated 
with information concerning the involvement of these 
students in college activities during the following 
two and ©ne-half years* The purpose of the study 
was to discover relatione among the personality test' 
scores and degree of participation in the activities 
•surveyed*
The test battery selected for this analysis was 
the Object!ve*Analytie Personality Test (OAPT)* developed 
by Haymond S* Cettell* These tests were shies ted
because, they wore reported to be more objective in 
their approach to personality assessment than the 
self-report techniques.* Twenty*oue scores were derived 
from the eleven tests used*'
Both the prodietor® and the criterion measures 
In this study were somewhat unique In that they were 
primarily non-intellectual* The criterion - values were 
measures•of degree- of participation in the major types 
of college activities* Five broad areas of college 
sciivlties**--leadership, athletics, scholastic honors, 
social, and part-*time- job8*«*ylel<fed nine scores* In
addition* the attrition among the students was !iivi-s» 
felgeted»
Eolations h®%wm®n the personality variables and 
measures of college achievement w m m  identified, fey an 
examination of their iutsreorrela tlofis* Product* 
moment correlation coefficients were eomputed for those 
interrelations, and the veriafelee with the larger 
criterion <som?elatio.no were subjected to multiple 
correlatlon&l aoslysia#,
A iblrty^orie variable correlation .matrix* 
bated on tin.teen subjects* depleted the relations among
y
the activities in which the. students participated end 
personality traits* Seven of the k$ correlations 
between college^ activity measures were ai gulf I cent at ■ 
the *05 lew##* Several Interesting finding® «#r# 
revealed*. A positive correlation between 'participating 
la intramural athisties and scholastic honors indicated 
that these• two variables tended to be associsted* but 
participation In Intercollegiate athletics■bed low 
correlations *ifcfe all of -the other ..activity measures*
The scores Indicating campus organisations joined and 
leadership in these organisations tare re highly correlated 
with .each other; and the same was true for fraternity 
membership and fraternity leadership* The corral©tiett 
between fraternity leadership and ctmpns leadership* 
was lower'than expected* Moreover, the scores for
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fraternity and other organisational activities, and
part-time work failed to correlate significantly with 
participation in ether activities*
perhapa the !ntereorre1%11on$ of the activity 
measures were most marked by their lack of statistical 
significance* thus, except for the previously noted 
relations, there was little Indication that the tame 
individuals were to be found in or out of a wide range 
of extracurricular activities*'
Fifteen of the 210 correlations between per* 
sonailty characteristics and college activities were 
significant at the *..05 level'. Scholastic achievement 
was positively correlated with 'highbrow tsstesf and 
negatively correlated with speed of evaluative judg* 
menb* Campus leadership and fraternity leadership 
correlated with the personality variables in. some* 
times comparable and sometimes contrasting ways*
Campus leadership was negatively'correlated with sus­
ceptibility to annoyance and positively correlated with 
rati© of personal to institutional values# Fraternity 
leadership wbb associated with susceptibility to annoy* 
anee and logics! consistency of attitudes In the same 
manner as campus leadership, yet it felled to correlate 
with the ratio of personal to .institutional values* 
Bolding, a part-time job while attending college 
appeared to he associated with speed of 0eata.lt closure
and ratio of eonaonant to dissonant recall, but It was 
possible that other variable©» such, as financial need? 
war© more closely related to holding part-time jobs*
Th© multiple correlation baaed on respect for 
authority? critic©.leeae of. Judgment* and efficiency 
of Immediate memory as predictors and Intercollegiate 
athletics as the criterion was *71*- The multiple' 
correlation using tendency to agree.? acceptance of 
obvious aphorisms* susceptibility to annoyance* and 
rati© of personal to institutional valuea as predie* 
tors anti the campus leadership score as the criterion 
■was *85# The final multiple correlation involving 
susceptibility to annoyance and logical consistency to 
attitudes as predictors' and the fraternity leadership 
score as the criterion was *59*
Cattail identified several fsotors in the 
personality variables employed in. this study* Four of 
these appeared 'to be related to participation in college 
activities in the sense that variables with high 
loadings an the factors had consistently high corral* 
atlons with certain of the activities* Tho relations 
found between these four factors and participation in 
college activities deserve further study*,
k twenty*thro© variable correlation matrix 
based on all twenty*©lac. subjects related drop*out 
and fraternity membership to Cattail1© personality
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variables# A multiple correlation was computed using 
the five personality variables significantly correlated
at the .05 level with remaining in college for the 
tw©-**ami pite^half year period: involved in this study#
The predictors were honesty in admitting common 
frailties# efficiency of Immediate memory, ratio- of- 
consonant to dissonant recall, acceptance of obvious 
aphorisms and ratio of personal to institutional 
values, and the coefficient was *80* Further analysis 
of the variables associated .with becoming an initiated 
fraternity member mm.' not undertaken because of the 
correlation between drop*eut and fraternity membership*
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